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e four most experienced. - .nal' le~Inlear manl I_a__unng
lUst 1-ecame one.

Tlhe IH'e'ritage'
For many years, there has been an
understanding among ,gear producers; if you
want the best CNC ho'bbing machines, you
call American Pfauter. for the Ibesllarge gear
cuttingl machines, generat1ing grinders and
measuriing machines" you ,go to Maagi for the
finest CBNI form grind'ers, lits Kapp; when it
comes to shapers. you must have Lorenz.
The centuries of craftsmanship that
developedl these fine, machines are'
undeniable. The modem, computenzed
technol'ogy tnat Ikeeps t,hem on the leading,
edge o. maj,or lindustry is dynamic. But there
has Ibeen a revo'lutionary change tn the way
they're distributed.

'he Alliance
As of Juliy1,1986" Maag and Lorenz have
joined the' American Pilauter family.
represent,ing tiheruli' range of CNC ,gear
production technology. To customers who

depend on excellence lingear manufacturing.
this means access tothe industry's premier
systems from a single source. Now, as a
singl'e source. American Pfauler, wi.l:l
coordinate all ap,plication ,engineering', sales
and service for this complete line of
equi:pment from :its recently expanded
manufacturing facility.

'he 'Commitment
The American Pfauter family of companies
is committed to offering a complete range of
modern CNC gear production technology:
Everything from individual hobbing. grinding,
measuring and finishing machines, to
customized flexible gear manufacturingl
systems for large or small lot sizes. For
additional information, contact Amer,ican
Pfauter Ltd., 925 East Estes Avenue, Elilk
Grove Vililage, IL 60007. Phone (312)
640·7500'.
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...Iwith 'the PNC-40
The PNC-40 is the fastest, most accurate g,eartester available ...
anywhere. lit was designed to meet or exceed the most demanding
inspection requirements, of today's modern gear produetlcntaclilty
The fuilly automatic, ,6, axis, CNC controlled tester checks: iinvolute,
lead, Hneof action, pitch and tooth concentricity of straight or helical
gears. It is also offered! with an HP desk computer system for auto-
mafic, measured data evaluation and documentation to AGMAJDIN
standards ..The addition of an industrial robot provides a ful'lyauto-
matte, unrnanned.flexjble inspectlon celt,
For further iinformation and a copy of our complete Iliterature, contact
IKllingelnberg Corporation, 15200 Foltz lndusntal Parkway, CI~eveland,
OM 44136. Phone (2116)572-2100.

Geared to Progress

KUNGELNBERG
CIRCLEA-3 ON READER REPLY CARD

CNICcontrolled, 16 axis gear
inspection machiine
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OUR COVER
This drawirw illustrates a simple fonn of

liItirW jack, consisting of a aanked han-
dle. reduc:iqt gears and a rack. Leonatdo S
sketch may be 01an existirW model or it
may be 01 a proposed modification or a
new destin 01 the artist's OM} invention.
Such a jack would have had many prac-
tical ~ in Renais&ance times, and
the design is similar to one used on many
modem automobile jacks.
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Before you b,uya CNCGear
-. In'sp,e:ction svstem; ,ask

these four Questions

1. Can we get complete inspection of
both gears and cutting tools?
With the M s M 2000 QC System, the answer is
~. The system willi test lead and involute profile
characteristics of internal or external gears and splines.
lit is the only unlversal gear tester available which provides
true index testing without expensive attachments. In addition,
we have fully-developed software for checkJng hobs, shaver
cutters, shaper cutters, and other cylindrical parts such as
worms and cams.

Hob Pressure Angle Check Shaver Culler Lead Check

2. Can you customize software to :meetour quality-
i'nspection specifications?
A.t M& M Precision, we W1'iteand deve'lop our own inspection
software. Our technical team can and has implemented in-
spection specifications into specific software for indi,vidual re-
quirements. Our current library 'includes line/curve fitlingas
well as modified K-chart anal'ysis routines.

Line/Curve Fitting Modified K-ChartAnalysis

3. OK, you can inspect gears
and cuUingtools ..What else is available to

aid us in quality control of the manufacturing
process?

.AtM & M Precision, we have fully integrated such advanced
software packages as Statistical Process Control and Tooth
Topograph,y into Our standard testing software. Our SPC pro-
gram can ,identify non-random variations and provide early
warning of variations which are approaching tolerance limits.
Om Tooth, Topog raphy software features automatic testing o~
lead and involute at multiple locations and provides two- and
three-dimensional graphics.

SPC Run Chart Topological Map

4. Do you have the technical support team and in-
stallation experience to back up the hardware and
software provided?
At 1M& M Precision. we have a technical team with over 45
man-years of experience in developing eNC gear inspection
hardware and software. All software for our QC 2000 System
has been developed in-house. ln addition. we have working
installations at these I'eading companies:

• General Motors • Cincinnati Milacron
• TRW • Chrysler
• Ford Motor • Pratt & Whitney
• Warner Gear .lRocketdyne

For details on our advanced QC 2000 System and available
software. contact M & 1MPrecision Systems, 300 Progress
Road, West Carrollton, Ohio 45449,5113/859'-8273,

=-1VI~M PA.'lECISICN
,•• SYSTEMS
AN ACME ClEVE't.AND COMP.IlN'r'
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INDUSTRY SHOWS SHIFT EMPHASIS
A change has taken place within the
Industry that ISgoing to have an
enormous effect on the marketing.
sales. and purchasing of gear
manufaaunng and related equipment.
This change was the Amencan Gear
Manufaaurers' Assocenon first
biennial combination technical
conference and machine tool mini-
show. The conference combined the
presentation of technical papers With
displays of a variety of gear Industry-
related products. Although ttus first
mini-show was small, and the timing
right after the IMTS-86 was not the
best. the enthusiasm and positive
comments from the exhibitors and
the attendees seem to promise a
bright future for shows specifically
for the gear IndUstry. The AGMA
conference In September was the

largest [0 date. With over 350 attendees. Future conferences. With an expanded exhlbmon,
should far exceed these numbers.

AGMA IS contemplating holding a show every two years to altemate With the IMTS. The
planners of that show visualize much larger and more substantive displays. The next show is
planned for the fall of 1987 at the 35.CX>Osq. ft. Cincinnati Convention Center In CinCinnati.
Ohio.

I would hope that all future shows would be held In smaller Cities, thus keeping costs down
for both exhibitors and attendees These lower costs would encourage companies to send
more of their employees to both the exhibition and the technical sessions. The combining of
these two functons would give maximum benefits in terms of information received for dollars
expended.

The careful selection of time, City and exhibition space alone. however. will not rnanrraze the
potential benefits these shows and conferences could have for our industry. Our Industry
requires a continuing effort to achieve and maintain technical leadership and excellence In order
to remain compentive. AGMA leadership must work With contributors and their companies to
improve the qualIty of the technical papers presented. Presentations devoted exclusively to
extollIng company products or annual sales talks dIsgUIsed as technical papers should be
eliminated from the program. GEAR TECHNOLOGY has given extensrve exposure to authors
who have wntten articles about Important technical concepts, new techniques or important
research results I would hope that the Incentive of haVing such papers published, thereby
gaining a Wider audience, would raise the quality and shift the emphasis of future conference
papers.

Providing an industry-Wide forum for the sharing of research and ideas, as well as the
opportunity to sell new products. is frequently a thankless and not particularly glamorous task
think the foreSight. hard work and commitment [0 technIcal excellence shown by the
leadership of organizations lIke AGMA. SfV1E.ASIv'IE.ASfV1E-Gear Research Institute should be
acknowledged When we are able to look back on their conmounons from the perspective of
hlsrory. I thInk we Will find that they were responsote for some of the most important changes
In our Industry.

.January/February 1987' 5



ATTENTION AUTHORS
GEAR TECHNOl;OGY is requesting technical

papers of every sort from its readers. We win con-
sider offer,ings,from manufacturers, of ,gears.,gear
makingl machinery and' related' equipment or their
employees, enginee,rs, researchers and members
of universities.

Alticles should have ,an educationa,l, training
all' technical emphasis with genera.lappeal to
anyone having to do with the pW''Chase of
materials all' machinery or the design, manufac:.
ture. testing 0,11' proc,essing' of gears. Solutions to
specif,ic manufactur,ing all' production problems,
research results. explanatlons of new
technologies, manutacturing techniques, designs,
processes or alternative approaches to rnanufac-
ture are all appropriate subjects. Subject diffi-

cully can range from pieces appropriate to our
",Back (Q BasJics"column to detailed discussions
of advanced technologies. Advertising pieces,
sales promotions or publiclity releases sre not
accepted.

All manuscripts will be constdered. P,lease note
that the Publisher does not assume responsibiUty
for the safety all' return of manuscripts. Origina.l
artwork accompanying manuscripts w,iU be
returned to authors, on request Manuscr,ipts must
be accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped
envelope and sent to:

GEAR' TECHNOLOGY.
The Journal of Gear Manufacturing,
P. O. Box 1'426, Elk Grove, It 60007.
{3:12)437-6604.
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NOW A NIE,W IHOB!BIER FROM MITSIUBIISHII,
YO!UI CAN'T BEAT' IT! ICO'MPA'RE, AND SEE!

In addition 10 til 'GA·series, C- ,C gear bobbing
machines which rovers a range from 10 N 10 40H

diameter gears, Mitsabishi is now annollnciDgth
new h\gb Performance GAl5CNC gear hohber:
The GAISCNe is a 6· machine with hob rotation
oflOOOrpm and table rotation 01150rpm asstsn-
dam where it is an option witb otber manufac-
turers. This enables you to' use multiple [bread
hebs to get bigher production rates, OUf results
show that 'Ihe clltting time tan be reduced to
abeut one half of tbe conventional machines.

eedless to say, with Itbe CNt control fealure,
~bere are no gears to change. Quick change bolls
and ,quick, change fixtures all adds up 10 quick
cbangeoverlime. Setup, time' is reduced 10 about
one 'third, compared to conventional machines.
"MENIJ" programrni ng is anotber great fealure.
This relif!'o'eSthe operator [rom tedious calcula·

tiona Just input the gear and hob data. The buill·
lin software wlUl do alillie calculations for )'Uu!
'Iou can also save Hoor space, hence money, with
our macbine. I[t takes only S!{Jsq. Ifl. of Hoor
space'! Compare it with llie olhers. You'll be sav·
ing 112 to 3/4 of your vaIuab'le Hoor space!
This is only the 'beginning! ,for further details,
call or write us OW!

Main Speclllcatlons
Maximum pan diameter 6", optional B·
Maximum pitch BOP
Maximum hob diameter 4.7"
Maximum hob length 7"
Hob shift 5"
Hob speed 150 to 1000 rpm
Hob head swivel , +/-45 009.
Tallie speed 150 rpm
Main motor 7.5 hp

, MIITSUIBI'SHIIw,._ HEAVY IINDUSTIR.IIES. ILTD.
5-1. Mal'\,llCtJChl 2-c/1cme; ChI)'OC1a4ru klkyo. Japan

Gable M:tes:s. HISHIJU 1OK'YO

Mitsubishi Heav-y Industries Am r,lca;,Inc.
873 Supreme Onw. :BooSBl1'l1lllll Ll 'OOl06lf'hooe. (312) Bf,O.,4220

MitsulHshJ Lnternational Corporation,
873 ~ DrNe, iBenserMlle, IL 60106 Phone: (312) 800-4222
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STOPPING THE GREAT
AMERICAN GIVEAWAY

Inviting an American shipbuilding industry official
to discuss the subject of meeting foreign competi-
tion ISlike inviting Jackie Gleason to speak on
dieting. I am painfully aware of the commercial
shipbuilding industry situation. Let me tell you a
little about it.

A Market Dlsappean
There was a four-month period in 1984 where

not one single ocean-going commercial vessel was
being built in the entire U.S.A. or Canada. That had
not happened before in the 208-year history of the
U.S. Except for naval ship construction and the con-
struction of very complex merchant ships, North
American shipyards cannot compete with foreign
yards, expecially Japan and Korea. This is true even
for shipyards, such as ourselves, which have made
heavy Investments in the most modern of Facilities
and use the most soprusncared computer aided
englneerrng and manufacturing systems available.

Why such a dismal picture? Well, our critics are
quick With several answers: noncompetitive labor
costs. obsolete facilities, low productivity. poor
quality. and questionable management-to name a
few.

And I'd be rnenrsr [0 admit that there ISsome
truth in some of these charges, but the real reasons
we cannot compete are fourfold. First,.the major
foreign yards in the Far East do have labor rates
which are only Ia to 30 percent of ours. Second.
overseas yards are generally a part of highly in·
tegrated companies, which supply matenals to their

AUTHOR:
.MR. E. J. CAMPBELL
From time to time articles appear in journals of

other industries that contain information we chink
wtl/ be of Interest to our readers. Such a case is that
of the address by Mr. E. J. Campbell. President and
CEO of Newport News Shipbuilding Co. given at
the Tenth Annual Meeting of the Iron Castings
SoCiety. Mr. Campbell's remarks about foreign com-
petition and our trade policy have relevance to our
rndustry as well as to the ShipbUilding and Iron
casting businesses. Therefore. we reproduce here,
wkr: permission of Iron caster Magazine. Mr. Camp-
bell's remarks.

shipyard at low cost. Third, overseas yards enjoy
government construction subsidies, and fourth, their
customers receive government financing at well
below market rates in that country or anywhere
else.

What does this shipbuilding problem have to do
with iron castings? The pornt is that our problem is
also your problem All four items Ijust presented
also apply to your industry. In addition. your market
with my industry In North America is rapidly
decreasing as we lose ships to Korea and Japan.
Why is that true? Well. ships. particularly tankers
and other product carriers. contain a maze of pipes,
valves, pumps, compressors, deck and other
machinery, all of which use tons of castings. Ap-
proximately 12 percent of the cost of a Ship is in
your type of material. representmq about 518
million per ship for today's standard tanker of S140
million.

It's a market which has disappeared for ship-
builders. and one that is also gone for you.

lopsided Trade Balance
From the battered industrial giants of the Atlantic

Coast to the high tech wizards of the Pacific Coast
and almost everybody in between, where most of
you come from, there are cries of alarm over the
erosion of their North American market position by
overseas competition.

Since 1970. the merchandise trade balance of
payments showed only two winning years for the
U.S. Significantly. the scores are getting even more
lopsided in favor of our competitors. Our 53 billion
trade surplus in 1970 went to a 526 billion deficit in
1980 and is trendmq to a $ 150 billion defiCit this
year. Plainly. the balance ISout of control, and will
require dramatic nationwide action.

Much of me blame can be attributed to the
natural generosity of the U.S.A. and Canada We
freely shared our resources in the late 1940's and
1950's with war-devastated nations, friend and foe
alike. We generoUSly exported our technology and
management We allowed our great inventions of
the past rorty years to be exploited by others.
mindlessly exporting Jobs and profits. Like happy
children on Christmas morning, many nations have

(continued on page 9)
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enjoyed the Fruitsof the great North American
giveaway. but show little in the way of tangible
gratitude.

During the thIrty years follOWing the end of
World War II. OUf economies were the strongest
and most productive in the world. Our citizens en-
joyed a riSing standard of living. our governments
financed a strong national defense, millions of new
jobs were created. and developing nations of the
world were helped by us In their economic growth.

The early multinational corporations were blessed
With significam growth in sales and profits. both at
home and overseas. They brought managemem
methods. technology, and capital to both developed
and undeveloped countries. Tnrs effort raised the
standard of liVing for the countries In which they
opereated, created jobs in North America. and sent
millions in profits back home. Other American in-
dustries. although Without Significant overseas
manufaaurrng facilities. were able to export pro-
ducts. thus sharing In an expanding world Wide
economy. Sure. there was growing compe!ltlon
from a recovering Europe. led first by the so-called
.'German economic miracle," -but It was encour-
aged by the United States and Canada, and I[ pro-
Vided funds for those foreigners to buy our goods.
DetrOIt. for example. hardly noticed the Volkswagen
Invasion. But sometime in the early 1970's the
cumulative effect of political change at home. slow-
ing Amencan productivity growth. and particularly
competition from the PaClfic rim countries. began to
have a profound adverse effect on the competitive
status of major North American Industries.

Industry Anacked
There were also numerous politICally Inspired

changes. Many were benendal, concerning [he
health and safety of our Citizens and employees.
protection of the environment. and equal oppor-
tunity for all. The problem was that all were ex-
pected to be Implemented almost Immediately and
paid for largely by Industry. Not surprisingly, U.S. in-
dustry balked. and Congress. ever ready to explot
opportunities to be in the publiC'S eye, Jumped to
the attack. The bruse brothers and sisters of the
media, always delighted to spread the bad word.
sank [0 the occasion. Ralph Nader, the man who
brought us the S17.000 Chevrolet. became a media
folk hero.

Industry was cast as the bad guys. unconcerned
polluters. and bereft of socral responsibility Multi·
national corporanons got extra speoai treatment.

They were cast as tax evaders, Job exporters. payoff
artists, and heartless explorers of thl[d world coun-
tnes International oil companies were cast as
perversely making "indecent profits" from the Arab
oil embargo. All of it was nonsense. but great fod-
der For Irresponsible politicians and the media.

Since scapegoats are supposed to be sent Into the
Wilderness after the Sinsof others are placed on
their heads. no one In the government or else-
where was particularly Interested In listening to In-
dustry's side of the story. The result was [he draw-
ing up of even more government regulatiOns Impos-
ed on top of the volumes already in force. Among
these were restrictive Jaws on dOing busmess In
foreign countries For example. changes In Income
tax regulatiOns on U.S. citizens' foreign earnings
made it almost impossible for them to work
overseas.

Add to that Carter's grain embargo, rus high in-

flation and Interest rates. budget and trade defiCits
of histonc proportions. and you have a scenario for
some very dlfficult nmes for companies which must
compete internationally-and, of course, that in-
cludes all of us.

Motorola recently estimated that the United States
ISlOSing3500jobs every day to foreign comoen-
tion Most people Ignore this stansnc until one day
they discover "today's the day" for them. We really
entered the "world economy" in 1973-1974, With
the first oil crisis, But. even then. that event was
considered by many as an Isolated case. and they
soon returned to busness as usual It really wasn't
until the early 1980·s. when problems surfaced on
a broad front-autos, electronics. steel,
machinery-that the magnitude of the problem
became obvious.

Genlng Back ,Into The Ballgame
ConSidering the suffering that has occurred to

many of you and your employees, I hate to say It.
but the fact is that the massive problems of our
manufactuflng and baSIC Industries over the past
several years have been a "blesslng in disgUise."
They "woke us up" to a changed world. And. to
our credit. we're all taking measures to "get back In
the balfgame."

Consider. for example, the new strategies of
General MotorS-SUch as the Saturn car plans an-
nounced in January for meeting the compennon of
the next decade. And Ford and Chrysler have
made monumental gains In regaining com-
petitiveness and are committed to maintaining their
(continued 0/1 page 21)
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Lubricant Jet Flow Phenomena
in Spur and Helical Gears

L. S. Akin
California State University

Long Beach, CA

n, P. Townsend
Na:tional Aeronautics and. Space Administration,

Lewts Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
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Abstract:
The work reported is an exteasion from. ,aprevious study whiCh,

was limited to standard centers and tooth proportions ,only. This
artiel includes long and short addendums and modified center
distances. The analysis develops the eq1.l3tionsfor the lLmit values
of variables netlessary to remove prior severe limitations or con-
strain Is .nece:s:saryto facilitate comput,er analysis. A new computer
program. [MPOUT2. has been developed using these newly esta-
blished "limit Fcrmulas" to preventn~tive impingement on the
pinion, The industrial standard nozzle' orientation usually Ifound
where the offset S = Oandindination angle tJ = 0 will often cause
the pinion to be d privedofprinwy impingement, which can be
an importanl cause of incipient scoring .fail'ure in high-speed drives.

Introduction
In Ithegearing industry •.gears <welubricated and cooled by

various methods, At low to modera~e speeds and loads, gears
maybe partly submerged in the lubricant which provides
lubrication and cooling by splash lubrication.(l1 With splash
lubricaden, power loss increases considerably with s~,(ll

This is partially because of churning losses. It is shown that
gear scoring and surface pitting can occur when the gear teeth
are not adequately lubricated and ,cooiedY'} The results of
spur gear oil jet lubricationO) show Ithat as the gear pitch line
velocity increases at a eenseant inte-mesh lubricati~n condi~
Uon, the li:miting tooth load that will cause gear scoring is
cirasticaUy reduced. This is,primarily because the method of
lubrication does not provide adequate cooling at the increased
pitch line velocity. In a study of high-speed, heavy-duty
gears, (4) the authors showed that the oil jet location and
amount of oll flow to the gears varies nearly linearly with
gear p.itch line velocity and also with tooth load, The
authors'S) showed that 'WiLh radial iet lubrication, the gear
tooth temperature at various speeds and loads 'can be con-
siderably reduced by increasmg the lubricant jet pressure and
flow rate to obtain better coating. It was 'shown'5.61 that the
oil jet lubrication is 'the most ,effuctive method when the jet

AlITHORS:

MR. D.P. TOWNSEND is Q' resident NASA gear consultant for
geru systems for NASA Q11dthe military along with numerous ;in·
dustrilll companies. Townsend'eamed Q 8SME fmm the University
of West Virginia, DuriP1g his career at NASA l1e has authored over
fifty p.apers 111 the gear and bearing re5earcn areA. for the past several
years, 11.1 has serued in ac:tioe ,committee roles for ASME. Presently
he is a member of the ASME Design Engineeril1g Executive
Committee.

DR. LEE S. AKIN has been working in medumical engineering since
1947. specializing principally in technologies related to rotating
machinery . .About half of this time has been spent in the gear in~
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is direeted in the radial direction with adequa'le pressure and
flow. Many gears are lubricated by directing the oil jet at
'the engaging side of the mesh (into-mesh lubrication} or at
'the disengaging sides of the gear mesh [out-of-mesh lubrica-
'Han). The authors analyzed oil jet lubrication when theoil
jet is directed at the engaging side of thegear mesh, and it
was shown Ithat 'there is an optimum oil jet velocity and oil
jet location to obtain the best lubrication and cooling for into-
mesh lubrication. (7.81

The oil jet lubrication fo·r out-of-mesh hibric:ation was
analyzed, (91and the oil jet impingement depth was d ter-
mined for standar(fgearing dimensions. AJsoin Ithe same
reference, ,the oil jet location and dlreetion were limited to
a no-offset condition (direded at the pitch point oniy) and
ina direction narmalto the line of centers. This method will
givegood resuUs foil' standard gear dimensions with. gear
ratios dose' to unity .. However, when nonstandard dimen-
sions, spread center distance, etc. and large g -ar ratios are'
used, the oil jet direction and location should be changed to
provide the op'timum. oil. jet ilmpingem.ent depth and max-
imum cooling conditon.

The objective of the work reported herein is to. analyze the
out-of-mesh jet lubrication with most of 'the simplifying con-
straints removed. (91Since most h~-performance gears re-
quire addendum modifications and somtimes spr 'ad centers
in addiition, the analysis presented herein set out to inClude
these and other related ,conditions. One practicali constraint
is added: A nozzJe orientation that allows a pinion or gear
to be missed provides no, primary cooling to the missed
member. Such solutions are not permitted in this analysis
since they are not .of practical value and can mislead an in-
experienced gear design engineer,

BrieE Description of the Impingement Cycle
The begLmting of the pinion impingement ,cycle is about

to start as th leading edge of 'the top land of 'the gear is passed
as shown in Fig. 1..Gear tooth rotation ,continues toward th-
jet stream until the jet reaches the ttai[ing edge of the gear
tooth as shown in Fig. 2 .. At this position,. the time t is set
at zero (1=0) and the geometrical position of thegear 8,1 is
calculated. Also the LniHaliposition of the pinion 8pI is
calculated at (t=D). Then, the geometry of the lowest im-
pingement point on the pini.onis established by setting the
time ,of flight of the jet stream. head equal to the time ,of rota-
tion on the pinion from (.t =O)~nHl impingement on the
pinion takes place at 61'12' see Fig, 3. (@tr;;;;;tw)' f.ig. 4 shows
the initial position of the jet head (@t;;;;;O) when the impinge-
ment flow Itowar1:lthe lowest impingement point on ,the'g ar
is initiated. Here 'the initial position of the pinion is 8114 and
0g2 for the gear. Again the times ,of flight and rotatlon are
equated (t,=fw)' Impingement at the lowest point on the
gear ([8) is shown in Fig. 5. The gear position Is ,9gJat this
lowest point of impingement.

Thus the depth of primary impingement on the gear is dB
as shown in. the figure. When the jet velocity Vg is reduced
below Vj(mln)' the pinion is missed, and the impingement
depth on the gear is not increased as expected, but reduced.
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Fig. I - Jet coordinate origins for impingement on pinion: A = General case
where 0<S<5Q; B == special case where S '" So; C = classic case where 5
"" 0 deg.

Fig. 2-lmpingement 'on pinion (@t = 0)

Model Controlsand Restraints
Development of the mathematical model used in reference

1 was restricted to spur gears, and the nozzle position was
restricted to the arbitrary offset distances 5 =0 and arbitrary
inclination angle (3=0 orientation. The geometric definition
of 5 and {3are described below and shown in Fig. 1. The
foregoing restrictions have been removed in this mathematical
development. Also the origin for the jet stream trajectory is
defined as the position where the jet crosses thegear outside
diameter (0.0.) at A, H, and C. (Pig. 1) Position A shows

12 Gear Technology

.Fig..3-lmpingement on pinion (@t{ = twJ

the general case where 0<5<50; B is a special case where
5=50; and C is the classiccase where 5=0 pointing at the
pitch point and perpendicular to the line of centers ...

In this article, the value of the arbitrary offset 5 where the
jet line crosses the gear I.D. is restricted to 5(minl"%50
where

(Og,m, - 0p,) ai, - 0;,so= ....., +.. .
mg + I 2r,(ms + I)

as shown in Fig. 1. (See Nomenclature for variable defini-
tions not described in text). Thus the operating (or running)
offset 50 to the crotch or common intersection of the out-
sidediameters is the maximum value allowed for the offset
5 to remain within the geometric definitions described in this
article. Further when the addendum modification &apr and
.6Qgr are unequal and extreme enough to cause So to be
negative, then 50,,5,,°. Also, when&ap=.6g=aa=O with
standard centers, So reduces to

So (std) = (lI(Pn cosI/I))((Ngl NT) - 1)
IHNglNp) + l)=a(mg - l)/(mg + 1)

Also the inclination angle {3is conlined toa point at the line
of centers between the confines of the outside diameters of
the pinion and gear, respectively, as shown. in Fig. 1 ..

The inelination angle {3is considered positive when slanted
from right to left through the point of origin A, H, or C as
shown in Fig. 1. At fj=O the jet is pointed perpendicular to
the line of centers, and when {3is negative, it is slanted from
left to right through the point. of origin on the O.D. of the
gear, not shown in Fig. L It. is not usually considered wise
to use negative {3 angles with near-standard proportion gears,
lest we starve the gear of adequate coolant,

The mathematical definition of the arbitrary inclination



Fig. 4-lmpingement on pinion (@t = 0)

angle {3 is:

(2)
whe,re.

R, = (R2 or - R2Shand

J: = an. arbitrary offset distance from. 5 position to
where the jet stream crosses the common line
of centers.

Ror - Ro +4"g= operating outside .radius

Ro = Ngl(2P"cos~)+lIP,,=std. 0.0'., gear

R5 :: R;+5= radius to offset from gear center

Rr :: C,Ng/(Ng+N,,) =operating pitch radius, gear

il.t:!g :: il.N"/(2P" cos ~) =gear addendum modification

VVhen {3 is given then,

x =Rj tan {3, where {3 is arbitra_ry

Thus to remain within. the confines established for {3, {3rrw<
and {3min are defined as:

13=x :: tan -1 [(S +a",) IRiland

(3min= tan -1 I(S+Qgr) IRjI

Also, for any given offset 5, the angle {3p to. the pitch point
(used as a normalizer) is

(3)

and, further, if 5 == 50, then the angle to the pitch poin't is

(3pp = tan -1(501 Ri)

Fig. !i-Impingement on, gear (@tf = t.oJ

NEG. dplM IS SED PINICJl)

Fig. 6-Missing the pinion when V1<VKmillJ

Since {3 can be arbitrarily selected, it is necessary to provide
the user with a normalized (di,frllmsionless) input value for
{3 that wm not be out of bounds of the solvable geome'try.
This is done here using the (3i input parameter where
-1"t3'~1 and is defined in the following way ..When l3i is
positive (+):

(4)
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angular velocity (rad/s)
helix angle

- number teeth on pinion
- number of teeth on gear wheel
= pinion addendum modification
= radius to jet stream intersection

on line of centers from pinion
center (see Fig. Z)

pinion operating pitch radius (in.)
operating center distance (in.)
impingement distance (in.] (see Fig. 13)
operating outside radius of pinion (in.)
outside radius of pinion (see Fig, 1)

= perpendicular distance from pinion
center (see Fig. Z)

dp = impingement depth from pinion
O.D. (in.) (see fig ..3)

8pI=mg8g1 +invcP-(3 = jet head position t=O (see Fig. 2)
mg=NglNp1 = gear ratio (see Fig. 2)

cPtr=cos.-l(N,.coscPl(Ni+(2p~aJ)) = operating pressure angle (see Fig. 5)
M = Np+Ng

.:1a,. = .:1ap +.::lag

cPt=tan-l(tancPn/cos,p)=cos-l(RoIR) = transverse pressure angle
cPn = normal pressure angle at pitch radius

invIPt,.=t3_nIP'I,-cPtr = radians (see Fig. 4)
98'1 - cos-1(Rs/Ror) -invq,OE,+:inV¢tt- (see Fig~ 1)

cPog=cos-\RbIRo,) = pressure angle at gear 0.0.
invcPog=tancPog-¢og = radians (see fig. 2)

8p2 = tan -1. (Lpl rJ+ invIPp2 radians
¢p2=COS -1 (rb/(ri+L~YI") pressure angle at impingement point

invIPp2=tancPp2-¢p2 radians (see Fig. 3)

and when (3; is negative (-):

(5)

so that when

(3j == 0 : (3= (3p (pointing at pitch point)

(3; = 1 : {3={3max(pointing at 0..0. pin.)

(3; = -1 :{3= (3min(pointing at .o.D. gr.)

Further if the user desires to know the value of {3ithat will
make (3=0, he calculates {3io from:

(3
(3;0= p if (3io is negative as is usual.

(3min-{3'p

Simila.1'ly, when 5 is normalized we get

Sj=S/So (6)

where the value of Sj is confined to Si(min)"S,'~1.
Thus the use of the computer program, lMPOUT2, can

be entered using Biand {3jwithout knowing 5 or (3 with
some relative feel for where the jet nozzle is pointing.

A further constraint of paramount importance is Si(min)so
defined, given {3i or (3and Aapand .:1ag, so that. dp(ma>:)=0,

thus making the pinion 0..0. barely reachable when the jet

Np
Ng

.:1ap =ANpi (ZPn(Os,p)
rx=r,-S+x

rr=C,Npf(Ng+N"J
Cr=C+Aa +.Aa

i,=((r or - d"Jf - r!ll!
rorro+Aap

ro=Npf(2P"cos,p) +11 P"
r" =, rzcos(3

14 Gear TechnoloQY

velocity Vi approaches infinity. This further confines 5; so
that Si(min)<Si~l to maintain impingement at least on Ithe top
land of the pinion, where S(min)is found by iterating:

(7)

as a .function of S(min)with given {3 and .:1ap• g until the ine-
quality is satisfied when the abovemeationed restraints on
5,., (3;, .:1aP' and .:1ag are given, the user of the program
lM..POUTz is assured of impingement on the pinion. The
definition of dp(max) is given later in this article ..

Once 5(mln) is found from equation (7), Silmin)can be
calculated from

(8)
Development of the Geometric Model for the Pinion
The problem to be solved here depends on wha.t is given.

If the [et velocity is given, then we solve implicitly for the
impingement depth dp so that subsequently this depth can
be used to determine the cooling ,effect on the pinion and gear,
respectively. On the other hand, if the desired depth of im-
ping.ement is given,and dp<dplmax)' then the desired jet velo-
city Vi can be calculated explicitly from the equation:

Vjp=«((Ro/-R/)''''sec(3-pz sin (3-Lp)wp)/«()p2-(Jpl) (9)

where



As wilil be seen by [1eviewing the input ,parameters,. a
substantial amount of calculation is required before equation
(7) for Vip can be solved. Thus a computer program is re-
quired to do the job reliably, such as the program LMPOUT2
mentioned above.

Generally solving for the required velocity to obtain a
desired depth d" on out-oE-mesh cooling would be unusual.
mainly because of the limit imposed by dplmax) which is the
limiting depth of impingement when Vj-oo ISO that
O<dp<d~mal<). We calculate ~mp)from.

(10)

where

Lp(mln) =p:"tan(O'"l- inv,¢pz)

Note that ¢,,2=fJ'l(Lp) and L,,=I,,(5+6) as Vj- 00

In real geared systems. the jet velocity Vg is already
specified by the system lubricant pressure so that we solve
for d" within the range O<dp<dp(m;axl which is usually quite
narrow. When Vgis given, it is netlessary Ito solve for dp' im-
plicitly using an ite:rativetechnique. This ean be accomplished
by solving for the impingement distance Lp (See fig. 3) im-
plicitly, using the equation

(R" - R'2)11 V (e 9)L == (N S J 1'2 - pI ' .. Q
P ""O-SR -' -r..SIn:",

'" '" Wp
(11)

w.ith V, given and noting that (Jp2 == fn(Lp)'

Then the depth of impingement on the pinion is

dp= '0'-{r,} +l/)'Ii (12)

where O<.d,,<dp(mul and a neganve dp means that the jet
missed the pinion.

Missing the pinion (or neg. dp) can be avoided by proper
placement of the nozzle offset S where S(minl<S<Soas
established above and/or Vj(mlnl<V,<oo where (see Fig. 6).

(13)

where
81,,3'" 'cos - I(r,/ r0') + inv¢.op(rad)

(Jop == '(0'5-
1(r&lro,' and

inv4lop "" tan<po" -I',bop(rad)

Equatien (13) provides the minimum velocity to reach the
top land of 'the pinion for the selected offset 5 when S(mrn}<S
and d,=O. assuming that 50 is positive.

Dev. 10pment of the Geometric Model for the Gear
In the case of the gear meshing with the pillion, the jet

velocity of the gear is common wi.th that for the pinion; so
that even if the vel.ocity V'P is found explicitly to provide a
desired or specified depth of impingement on the pinion a".
the jet velOcity for the gear is a]ways provided by
Vjp = Vgp = Vj so that the impingement depth for the gear is
always found for the implidtsolution for Lp from the
equation:

- '(ro,! -rJ/)'~ V ('91 -82),
L _ +r.sin./3- J' I

, COS (j' w,
where we note lhal

(14)

e,l =i"(Lp) (see Fig ..S)

r~p= f, - Sp = ,offset radius frompinton center (sec fig. 4)

Sp = ((ro, 2 -r/coslt1)11 +rxcos,B)sin/3-(,l'-S)' (sec fig. 4)
R;r=R,+S-x

0,2 = 9'pt,lm, + invtb" + (3 (see fig. 4)

,fI,l= tan -I (L,lR,.) +il'lvtb,J (see fig. S),

tJp4 == cos -I(r,plr /II) - in:vtb"" + invtb,,) (see Fig. 4)
R' ;; R it cos 13 (see Fig. S)

41,]. == cos-I,(Rl,lR,.l +L,2)11 (s.eeFig ..S)

invtb,) = tan.p,,) - 41,) (rad) (see Fig ..5)
/b,or = co -I (r,,lror)

invtb"" == tantb", -tbo/(rad),
Rb : RCOS/fJ, '(see Fl8S. 3 and 5)

Then 'Ilie impingement deplh on the gear is calculated from

d~=Ror-,(R.l +L,l)"i

Comp<lteri~ed Parametric Study
A rather intricate computer program has been developed

which should be useful to the design engineer as well as the
researcher perfonning parametric studies. This progr.am.
]MPOUT2. was used in th - study for this section of the
article.

The out-of-mesh nozile crientatlon imposes severe imp-
ingement depth probl ms especially when thegear ratio is
larger 'than one-to-one. This is demonstrated in Fig. 7 where
it c~n be seen that when the gear ratio !'Hg is equa] 110 1.0 th
depth oliet oil Lmpingement is equal on pinion and g ar for
a perpendicular jet pointed at IIh pitch point. However, wh n
mg is larger than unity, the impingement depth on 'the pinion
is very dependent on the offset 5. This is shown in fig. 7
using the dimension Jess offset 5j• As can be seen when
SI= 1.0, the position at 'the intersection of the pinion and
gear O. D:5 the jet is pointed at the pitch point 6, = o. Both
pinion and gear have near equal impingement depth. but as
the offset 5,is lowered or the gear ratio lS incressed, ,the im~
pingernent on the pinion rapidly disappears ..In the figure at
S,,=O.96. the depth disappears at mg=6.0, and at S,;:;O.863
it disappears at 2.5. At 51=0 it disappears at 1.2. Obvious-
Iy, when 5j=0, the pinion receives jet impingement only
when mg~1.2. This illustrates the idea that for a given
pinion/gear tooth combination we need to know Sj[minl
where no impingement is possible, even when th jet v looty
Vi approaches infinity (V,- 00). This then. allows solutions
for dpand Vip when S"min)<5i<1.0 .. The gear depths dgare
also shown :for teeth with a working depth of 0.25 in. and.
therefore, the primary impingement ean only reach about
1I1Oth the working depth as shown. Fig.S shows the elfeet
of the inclination angle 6; on pinion impingement depth d".
As expected, when the jet pressure is increased. so is the im-
pingement depth, and as the6i ratio is decreased, th depth
is increased up to th maximum depth dplmax) as a function
,of S, aMd (3" per Equation 10.
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Fig. 9shcws the dEed oJ offset 5j on impingement depth
dpanddg en a mesh with long and short addendums and
a.spread center distance. The mesh has been somewhat over-
compensated so that So is negative, which is rare, and
reverses the situation such that the gear new is the member
that can be easily starved if the jet nozzle is not placed prop-
erly, Here, as can be seen, the depth of dg improves as Si is
increasedabove S;=0.6667, and when optimized by one of
the three methods available in [MPOUT2 will still provide
an equal impingement depth for beth the pinion and gear
at dimensionless depth of about 0=0.1. where o=dlwhele
depth. In addition, the program option 3 usually has a larger
value than option 2, which is also. reversed relative to. stan-
dard mesh conditions,

fig. 10 shews the results of setting 5i=0 and {3j=O and
adjusting the pinion and gear addendums to realize the

Fig. 7 - Effect of gear ratio on impingement depth. (3j == 0, lU' = 138 psi,
n = 5000 rpm. Np == 28

Fig. 8-Effect of (jj on impingement depth. Si = 1.0,21135 combination

c:
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balance of depths of impingement desired. Here as is seen
in Fig. 10, as 41ap is reduced, tl.C is reduced, and at
41ap = 0.0662 an equal (or optimum) impingement depth is
reached on the pinion and gear. The connected circlesat A
depict the depths when tl.ap=O.10 and 41ag= -0.0375 ..Ob-
viously we must optimize using 5!;and {3fas discussed in .Fig.
9. The connected circles at C depict the depths when
41ap=0.08375 fer the pinion and -0.0375 fer the gear are
closer together than in Case A. In addition, when Llap is fur-
ther reduced to /1.ap = 0.06875, as In Case H, the depths get
much closer together, and at /1.ap=0.0662 = -tl.ag when op-
timized en .410., the depths areequal. -

Fig .. 11 shows the effect of (3i on Si(min)' The 21/35 tooth
combination was used as the example here. This figu.re shows
that if {3 is slanted backward inthe negative direction, Si can
be made smaller before the pinion is starved. Also if the off-
set 5i is set at 1.0, it is nearlyimpossible to starve the pi-
nion at any reasonable inclination angle (3 or (3; ratio, even
when the pressure is modest.

Fig. 12 shows the effect ef the dimensionless offset 5i on
the minimum velocity 'or its cause, jet noezle pressure at the
nozzle exit (Vj(min) ""velocity needed to. reach pinion O.D.J.
As is seen in the liigUl'e, Sj(min) establishes the asymptote
where VKminJ approaches infinity. This makes it dear that we
cannot set 51 below Si(minJ and expect to obtain primary im-
pingement en the pinion top land or profile at any jet
pressure.

Discussion
Figs. 11 and 12 show the most important results of this

st.udy,in that they point ou.t the importance of careful place-
ment of the nozzle in both position and pointing direction,
especially at higher gea:r ratios considered in Fig. 7..Also for
out-of-mesh nozzle orientation, increasing the oil jet pressure

Fig.. 9-Effect of offset 5, on impingement depth: 12/43 comb .. Pi = 0,
.:l.'1g=- 0.0375, tic = 0.06.25, tlap = 0.1. DP = 8, I{) :;:; 20 deg



1 dp' l11p • ,10, aag • -.0]15, ae.·, ~S
2 dp,IUp', 084315. ilig • -, om. loe -. 046875
3 d. 1I1' '.06875. loin' -. om
4 ~. dg~ ilap • -loag '.0662, OPTIMIZED
5 dg Aa'p·' ~75, :t.,ag • -, am
6 dp• Aap • ,068ry, loag • -.0375, loe • _QJ125
7 dg• illp • ,10, lUg - -,0375

A

I--~v"PlV III n • 5(DJ rpm
I 9
I

.5

Fig. IO-Effect of addendum modification and spread centers: 5i:: 0, fJ;=
0, for 121,43 tooth combination -

51, min
Figure 11. - Wed Of~ on 51 (minI, 21m combination, fl'

20, Pd '8"

Fig. lll-Effect of 13, on 5~minl,21/35 combination, ,op = 20, Pd == 8

rilP • 24xl03 VI ·24:d
\ . rloP -Vj UI'L_1_1,..J. .

,1,2 ,] ,4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .q 1.0
51

Flgu re 12. - Minimum dlrrerentJal 011pressure .. liP Iml nl"
Versul dimensionless o/fsel "~211l5 combihillon,
81)1>, lOOPA-, JIj '0, 111'156 \!IP.5!OIrpm.

F"tg. 12-Minimum differential oil p~ .1P(minl versus dimensionless off-
set 5{,21135 combination, 8 DP, 20 deg PA, 13] = 0, Vj = 156 ,JKJr,SOOCJ
rpm. CIRCUE A~7 ON READER' REPLYCARD,
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Cr = C + .:lap + ag = operating center distance (in.)
Lp = impingement distance for pinion (see Fig. 3) (in.l
Lg = impingement distance for gear (see Fig. 5) (in.)

Np'Ng = number of teeth in pinion and gear, respectively
R = standard pitch radius of gear

Ra = R; cos (3 = perpendicular distance from gear center (in.)
Rb= base radius of gear (in.)
Rj= (R;r - RE),' offset normal (in.)

Ror = Ro + .:lag operating outside radius of gear (in.)
Rr=Cr1'/gI(Ng+N,) = running or operating pitch radius of gear (in.)

Rs = R, + 5 radius to gear offset from gear center (in.)
R,,=R,+S-x = gear radius to coincidence of 0.D.'5 (in.)

5 = offset of jet stream on gear 0.0. (see Figs. 1 and 2) (in.)
Sj=SISo = dimensionless offset

Sj(min)=S(min}/So = minimum theoretical dimensionless offset when dp(max)=O and
Vj= 00 simultaneously (see Figs. 11 and 12)

So = offset of jet to crotch (or coincidence) of O.D.'s (see Fig. 1) (in.)
Sp = offset of jet stream on pinion 0,0 ..(see Fig. 4) (in.)
tl1l = total time of rotation(s)
x = arbitrary offset distance from 5 (see Fig. 2) (in.)
{3 = arbitrary inclination angle o.f jet stream (rad)

+(3;=({3-{3,)I({3max-{3,) = normalized positive inclination angle
-{3;=({3-{3,)I({3p-fJm;,J= normalized negative inclination angle

{3max = maximum inclination angle permitted
{3min= minimumindination angle permitted

{3p= inclination angle when jet passes through pitch point (rad)
{3pp = inclination angle when jet passes through crotch of O.D.'s and pitch

point (S = So) (rad)
o=dP,,I2 = dimensionless impingement depth, pinion or gear

llag=IlNg/(2P" cos if;) = gear addendum modification (in.l
.:lap=.:lNpl(2P" cos 1/;) = pinion addendum modification (in.)

.:lNg '= tooth addendum modification for .:lag

.:IN,, = tooth addendum modification for .:lap
IlP = differential jet pressure at nozzle exit (psi)
wp = angular velocity of pinion (rad/s)
<t>" = normal pressure angle (rad)
Vi = oil jet velocity from nozzle exit {in. Is)

NOMENCLATURE

and velocity to high levels may not always improve the
primary impingement depth appreciablyas shown in Figs.
9, 10, and 12, and in practical fact, may sometimes cause
flooding in the gear case housing. Further, if the inclination
angle {3 is adjusted to an extreme, per Fig.S, to improve the
impingement depth on the pinion, then the gear depth is
dimished usually unacceptably.

Even when the position is fixed in the historically standard
orientation position which will not allow primary impinge-
ment on the pinion for even modest gear ratios (at any jet

1B: Gear Technology

pressure), the pinion and gear addendums can be adjusted
per Fig. 10 to provide adequate impingement on both mesh
members. This has been done in the past to control incipient
scuffing or scoring, often without the designer realizing he
was also controlling the impingement and cooling phenomena
favorably.

'Summary of Results
An analysis was developed for the lubrication jet flow in

the out-of-mesh condition. The analysis provides for the in-



Vjrnin = jet velocity when dp=O for given wI' (in.ls)
Agr=Ror- R. = operating gear addendum (in.)

Qpr= 'o.-'r = operating pinion addendum (in.)
dg = depth of impingement on gear (in.)
dp = depth of impingement on pinion (in.)

dp(m ....l = maximum theoretical depth on pinion Vg = eo
inv,pog=tan,pog-,pog = involute function of ,pog(typical) (rad.)

mg = gear reduction ratio
p" = normal diametral pitch

.r = standard pitch radius of pinion
r" = r~ 'cos fJ = perpendicular distance tor pinion center (In.)
rb = r cos ,pI = base radius of pinion (in.)
r0'= ro+~p = operating outside radius of pinion (in.)

'r=C,N,/(Np+Ng) = running or operating pitch radius of pinion (in.)
r.p=r,-Sp = offset radius from pinion center (in.)

rx='.-S+x = pinion radius to coincidence of O,D,.'s (in.)
t = generalized time of jet Hight and gear rotationts)
tf = total time of flight to jet impingementfs)

,pog = pressure angle at 0.0.. of gear (rad)
tPp2 = pressure angle at lowest impingement point on pinion (rad)
tPop = pressure angle at 0.0. of pinion (rad)

tPl = tangential standard pressure angle (rad)
tPr, = tangential operating pressure angle (rad)

,p = helix angle (deg)
0gl = initial position of gear tooth at beginning of pinion impingement cycle

(I =0) (rad)
8gZ = initial position of gear tooth at beginning of gear impingement cycle

(rad)
Og3 = final position of gear at max. impingement depth (tf= tw) (rad)
fJ"l= i.nitial angular position of pinion tooth at beginning of pinion imp-

i.ngement ,cycle (t=O) (rad)
0,,2 = final position of pinion tooth at maximum impingement depth (ts=t,ul

(rad)
91'3 = final position of pinion tooth when just missed by jet stream (t-O)

(rad)
()p4 = initial position of pinion tooth at beginning of gear impingement cycle

(t=O) (rad)

elusion of modified center distances and modifiedaddendums.
The equadons are developed for the limit values of variables
necessary to remove the severe limitations or constraints
necessary to facilitate computer analysis. A computer pro-
gram. was developed using these limit formulas to prevent
negative impingement (missing) on the pinion. The follow-
ing results were obtained:

1. The industrial standard nozzle orientation usually found
where the offset 5 = 0 and inclination angle {3=0 will often
cause the pinion to be deprived of primary impingement,

which can be important cause of incipient gearing Iailur in
high-speed drives,

2. For ratios larger than 1,1, the oj[ jet will only impinge
on the gear teeth unless a minimum calculated jet velocity
is provided to lubricate the pinion teeth.

3. When a minimum oil jet velOCity is provided, the oil
jet offset must be equal to or greater than a minimum
calculated offset to assure Impingement on the pinion.

41.As the oil jet velocity is increased above the calculated
minimum value, the impingement depth will increase, but
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at at decreasing rate. The maximum lm-
pingement depth will gener.ally not ex-
ceed 10 percent of the tooth profile
depth.
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GUEST EDITORIAL ...
(continued from page 9)

position. Our machinery and Equipment people
have all-out efforts underway to Improve productIVI-
ty. And. I know that most of you have been doing
the same things.

Like most of you. I am convinced that our In-
dustries can come back, provided a reasonable at-
mosphere for development is maintained. and, as
Lee tacocca says. a level playing field ISprovided. A
good indicator of national Industrial performance is
the recent gilln In US. manufacturing productivity,
certainly a key factor In determining competitive
poseon.

I want to remind you of the importance of con-
stantly working hard on improving productivity.
Our long head start has disappeared: there is
nothing In reserve, We have to find new ways or
rework previous successnn methods to extract the
maximum gain,

To give you some ideas for consideration, John
W, Kendrick of Georgetown Unlversrty. a long-time
authority on procucnv'ty. has determined that since
World War II advances In knowledge (essentially R
and 01, capital investment. and an educated
workforce. contributed around 75 percent on all
productivity gains. He says mat Rand 0 offers the
highest payoff. contributing around 35 percent,
With the other two around 20 percent each, These
figures are for aI/ manufacturing Industries com-
bined. Individual Industfles obviouSly will show dif-
ferent results.

Another interesting finding from Kendrick's studies
was that the secondary users of basic research
benefited up to ten times more than the anginal
developers. The g.ains from these secondary uses of
Rand 0 are substantial. The Navy itself told Con-
gress that they will save at least one billion dollars
on the three aircraft carriers now under construction
in our yard. mainly because we'll be delivering each
of these ships in 17 to 18 months tess nrne than
previous carriers. Just last month. the Defense
Department notified Congress that they were taking
S430 million from the money already saved on two
of the three unfinished earners, and were applying
It to other programs.

Kendnck left the remaining 25 percent of the con-
tributors to productivity in one package. For exam-
ple. you may find that mergers and Joint ventures
among Industry members, or With foreign partners.
may be necessary to reach economies of a scale to
permit automated production,

Your industry as a whole can encourage research
into new materials, new applications. and higher
standards of quality University research facilities can
be tapped to provide the technical expertise and

(continued on page 22) CIRCLIE A~1I1ION READER REPLY CARD
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GUEST EDITORIAL .. , .
(continued from page 21)

facilities perhaps not generally available in your in-
dividual companies.

Individually. or as an industry project visits can
be made to foreign foundries to observe their
methods. In ship ,building, major Japanese and
Korean shipbUIlders have been willing to do this
type of excnanoe. Your visits could possibly lead to
business With Fa! East companies with enough
foresight to know that they had better put some
American content in their exports to North America
or face more drastic remedies.

Un'afrTrade Practices
Our detemma: There are two remaining problems

that we cannot solve by ourselves: (1) Illegal
imports and 121 the unreasonably high value of the
U.S. dollar. Our Canadian friends do not have the
latter problem. Saying it another way-bottomless
foreign national treasuries subsidizing illegal trade
and an unrealistic 40 percent exchanqe rare dif-
ference will overwhelm anything we can ootam
through our internal cost reductions. In fact. for cer-
t.3in products, jf we eliminated all labor, we'd stili
not be able to meet certain foreign selling values-
as tner selling values frequently have no relation-
Ship to costsI

As to the import issue, after realizing the depth of
the problem last year, President Reagan then con-
cluded. "Unfair trade practices are me preponderant
source of the injury found In the United States In-
dustry. "

And Congress. last October, enacted the steel im-
port st.3bilizatJonact This far-reaching trade statute
is based upon an important Congressional finding:
"The ability of our steel industry [Q be International-
ly cornpetmve has been Impeded by subSidized and
dumped foreign steel."

But this problem is not confined to steel. Industry
after industry ISbeing impacted .. from machinery to
textiles, from computers [Q sern-concuctors. from
castings to ships.

Proof of this fact is indicated by the record
volume of 203 unfair trade cases filed In 1984 by
U.S. industry. Never before have the appeals from
injured firms and unemployed workers for resrramrs
on megaI and unfair Import competition been so
numerous and so bro.3dly based.

Now these problems didn't develop overnight.
For more than a decade, the United States and
Canada have been slowly lOSingtheir capability to
compete in world markets, espeCially In me
manufactunng sectors. Trns has led [Q a significant
change In our whole economic system..as base
manufactunng Industries shrank or faded away and
were replaced by fast fOOd and trading companies.

22 Geer Technology

P,roblem 50lvl,ng
What can be done7 Well. problem solving begins

With recogniZing the existence of a problem.
We now hear a multitude of voices from M.3lne

to Callfornl.3 demanding govemmental action on
our budget defiCit; that's right. our budget defiCIt.
However, almost no public debate has focused on
the U.S.A. expected 1985 trade defim of S 156
billion. And. frankly, I consider this to be the more
severe long term problem.

One way or another, we must-and we will-
solve the budget deficit. It'll be painful. but It can be
done. On the other hand. the continual. astronomi-
cal trade defiCIt IS havmq a negative long-term im-
pact on our country's industrial base. Once an in-
dustry ISgone, it cannot be reconstituted
overnight-if ever.

Therefore. another suggestion: "len stimulate
more pubuc debate on our trade defiCit and its Im-
pact on manufactunng. We must remind our feJlow
citizens and our pubfic offiCials, especially your Con-
gressmen that our trade problems are not confined
to steel. autos. apparel. machine tools. and con-
sumer electronics. Every sector of manufacturing IS
susceptible to its own version of the steel industry's
dismal decade. let's challenge the all too famJll.3r
responses such as: support free trade at all cost.
they'll retaliate agaInst our exports: or we need
unlimited Imports to keep Amencan industry on its
toes and inflation down.

Another recommendation: while North American
markets should be open to overseas competition,
let's also Insist that this overseas competition comply
with our fair trade laws and regulatiOns. And, it
should not be the responsibility of Individual com-
panies to be the policemen on the trade law beat.
Our feder.31governments must be persuaded to
meet their statutory responsibilities to ensure that
American Industry can compete on a fair basis
against overseas competition.

And a third recommendation: tet's force our
trading partners [0 open up thelf borders CO
unrestricted equitable-and legal- and fair trade. to
us and to the other trading partners of the world,

Japan currently enjoys a 537 billion trade advan-
tage over the United States .. and theIr trade Im-
balance Increases each year. Yet the Japanese con-
tinue to refuse to arrow American goods-from
telecommunications equipment to baseball bats-to
have fair access to its markets. They'll take In
potatoes. but not potato chips, because that has
"value added." They'll take in WOOd, but not fur-
niture. In short, they're prOViding employment for
their people-a great idea, especially If your trading
partners lie back and let you do it

Production Is Base 'a' the Economy
Remember, If smckesrack America slides slowly

down the chute. the economic base of [t,is country



and Canada land the country's defense capability,
by the way), slides right along with it. For example,
do you know who uses the most silicon chips? It's
General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler for computers in
every car. If more and more cars come In by ship,
they not only brrng the steel and the glass and the
castings and the tires With them; they bring the
chips With them, too. And go ask the people in
Claymont Delaware, Lackawanna, New York, or
Johnstown, Pennslvania, what happens to the
dnve-m hamburger business and the real estate
business and the hardWare busmess. when steel
mills cut back or close down.

Or visualize us without a viable DuPont ...
Bethlehem ... Alcoa ... Ford ... Caterpillar. What
replaces these Industnal keystones In an area's
economy? Banks? McDonald's7 Travel agencies7 To
sell to whom?

Don't get me wrong. I have nothing against
these businesses. But we need balance between
building and procuonq something-and financing
it sefling it and servicing it. If you don't have a
healthy producing base, overtime, you lose the
other three. Yank production out and the entire
econorrnc base starts [0 collapse.

Another gocx:Jreason to not depend on service
industries is that the Japanese are now taking
heavy aim at the banking and Insurance areas.
Donar Unrealistic

Let me turn to the second and final concern I
want to discuss-the strong U.S. dollar. To talk
about the problems a strong U.S. dollar creates
gIves rise to this response: But our nation's Interest
rates are down. Inflation is down. The economy IS
strong. So what's the problem?

My response: I'm SImply trying to convince public
offierals. business leaders, and opinion makers that
the time to fix the leaky roof is when the sun is
shining. And believe me, ir's damn difficult to get
America's attention on tomorrow's potential
problems.

So let me repeat: MeanIngful actrons must be in-
Itiated to change the evervaluanon of the dollar
and its impact on all of us. Too often, we are mid
America 15 better off With a strong dollar and cheap
imports, a formula which equates to reduced
Inflation.

In fact, what we're dOIng ISpumng a "heavy
tax" on our exports and subsidiZing unports. As a
result we're prrcing ourselves out of world markets.
And. as you notice from recent media reports, thiS
problem is now even adversely impacting on our
agricultural exports. Amerrcan consumers may be
pleased with the bargain prices, but that won't last
very long If their Jobs keep rnovmq overseas.

Governmental acnons-cprornpted and supported
by all of us-must focus In on [hiS dollar valuation
problem The old formula for managing your
business ISno longer valid. Trade-like the

economy-has become completely global.
Endangered industries in North America can profit

from government help in some form-for example.
the Section 201 relref your Industry ISseeking from
the International Trade Commission of the United
States. It is usually a slow and torturous procedure
Nevertheless, the timing appears to be right-the
U.S. Congress has begun to pay attention to the
trade balance problem There's movement on
Capital Hill. We don't know yet exactly where It is
headIng-but at least there are signs ot life.

Individual and National Resolve
Where do we go from here7 Americans must

take on the challenge of competitiveness as the
economic agenda for the next decadel

We must insist that our Industrial base be con-
scerec as important to our country .3Sour defense
capability and our domestic support programs-It
must be, as it supports the other two.

We must convince our policymakers and
lawmakers to focus on the budget deficit. the trade
deficit. capital investment, the dollar value, and
export promotion-ali in a coordmared manner.
Pieceme.31legislation would be typical. but most
unfortunate.

We muse get across the following points:
l . ForeIgn governments' involvement In world

trade matters is no longer limIted to
"smokestack" industries.

2 . The current distortions plaguing world trade
and exchange rates will not simply go away
with the passage of time.

3 . Without an eqUItable world trading environ-
ment, no amount of North American know-
how, improved productiVity, or reduced labor
costs will arrest our slide into deeper trade
deficits.

4. From hi-tech to agrrculture, from the service
Industries to baSICmanufacturing. all of us
must work for industrial poliCies which fit to-
day's world.

In short, North America's competitive position IS
r.3pidly detenoranrq, and we'd better do something
about it.

In the final analysis. It comes down to a question
of individual and national resolve, a question of
whether our countries really want to get tough and
compete In world trade-now and in the furure.

Before we can regain control of our own
economic destiny. we .3Sone continent of people
with common interests must develop a combIned
will to compete. We must reject any thought that
we can make it through this century and into the
next without getting back into the mainstream of
global competition.

We must S[Qpthe great giveaway.

Mr. E. J. Campbell. PreSIdent
Newport News Shipbwldlng Co.
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Gear Noise and the' Sideband Phenomenon
A.. K. Dale

GKN Technology, Ltd.
Wolverhampton, England

AbstraCit
It is now well understood that gear noise is caused by the

dynamics of tooth meshing, and that this can. be characterized
by transmission errol!". The frequency spectrum of gear noise
is characterized by sidebands, which are not well understood
either qualitatively or quantitatively, Sidebands are a crud a]
factor in the quality of gear noise and are entirely due to
manu.facturingerrors in the gears. The sideband
phenomemon is explained in terms of amplitude and frequen-
cy modulation of the tooth mesh component caused by faults
in the gears. The theory of complex modulation is fully
developed to support this explanation. Previous mysteries
such as the disappearing fundamen:ta] and uneven sidebands
are explained .. Sidebands are related to errors in the gears,
and methods are suggested to development a new generation
of dynamic gear testing machinery ..

Introducti.on
Gear noise can be a source ef intense annoyance ..It is oHen

the primary source of annoyance even when it is not the
loudest. noise component. This is because of the way it is
perceived. Gear noise is a coliecticn of pure tones which the
human ear can detect even when they are 10dB lower than
the overall noise l.eveLIll Another reason for our sensitivity
to, transmission noise is that we associate it with impending
mechanical failWle..

Because of this annoyance and anxiety and ever-increasi'ng
levels of noise refinement, gear manufacturers will experience
continued pressure to make quieter gears.

Although gear design and manufacturing techniquescon-
tinue to advance, our understanding of the relationships bet-
ween gear errors and noise is incomplete. Without this
knowledge, the refinement of an existing gear pattern or the
design of a new gear form is uncertain. The effects of manu-
facturing errors on noise generation are difficul,t to assess ..

This study discusses the characteristics of gear noise and
shows qua]itatively how the frequency spectrum is generated.
The spectrum is shown to be related to errors in the gears,

AUTHOR:

MR. AlAN DALE is manager of an advaTlced technology product
.deve/opment group working for GKN, t'he largest mechanical engi-
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and methods are suggested for making fault diagnosis directly
from the transmission error spectrum or some other dynamic
measurement.

The Nature o.f Gear Noise
Gear noise is generated by 'the transfer of load from tooth

to tooth as the gears mesh. This causes a series of pressure
pulses which are radiated as vibrational and acoustic energy
through the transmission casing. The fJlequency of Ithe noise
is given hy the product of gear rotanonal speed and the
number of gear teeth. This explanation is adequate in the in-
vestigation of many gear noise problems. Fig. 1shows a spec-
tral map for the typical internal noise of a passenger bus. The
noise is analyzed into fJlequency spectra for several propshaft
rotational speeds. The order li.nes marked show the predicted
noise frequencies from meshes in the gearbox and axle. These
components can be easily compared and the effects ofstruc-
tural resonances assessed.

The simple theory fails for many reasons, frequency
components appear which cannot be related to any known
tooth-meshing rate. Such a component is present just below
the axle gear mesh order in Fig. 1. To study these cases.
we need much finer resolution. In order-locked analysis. the
data is sampled at fixed intervals of rotaticnof a shaft or
gear instead of fixed intervals of time. The .frequency axis
becomes cycles per revolution or orders,

Fig..2 shows a. typical gear noise spectrum from a passenger
car in whkh the tooth-meshing (er fundamenral) frequency
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is present at 13 orders of pinion rotation, along with many
other spectral peaks. These spectral peaks, called sidebands,
are separated in frequency by multiples of the rotational
speeds of the gears in mesh ..They affect the timbre and our
subjective perception of the noise, although the human ear
cannot resolve their individual frequencies. (1)

The presence of sidebands in the gear noise spectrum has
long been knO·wn(2) and several curious properties have been
noted.

Sidebands can be traced at frequency spacings well away
from the fundamental Their am-plitudes are asymmetrical
about the fundamental .•and it is not uncommon to see side-
band amplitudes which are greater than the fundamental.
Sometimes the fundamental will even disappear completely.

These characteristics have confused many gear noise in-
vestigations with unexplained noise peaks. Simple theory sug-
gests that a series of pressure pulses isgenerated by the
meshing of the gear teeth, which will be exactly periodic for
a perfect pair of gears.Jf, however, one gear is mounted oH-
center, two effects of the eccentricity can be readily ap-
preciated: the amplitude of the pressure pulses will vary
cyclically, and, as the depth of mesh increases and decreases,
the speed of the output gear will vary about the mean speed.
These two mechanisms are forms of modulation. They are
called amplitude and frequency modulation respectively, and
they aJ'e both responsible for sidebands ..

Radio, and television transmission exploits modulation by
encoding information directly onto a carrier wave: words and
pictures become sidebands. Inthe same way, information
about the shape of gears is encoded into their sidebands ..
Modulation is caused by pitch error, heat treatment distor-
tion, eccentricity, out-of-roundness and all other gear 'errors.
It could, therefore, become possible to diagnose manufac-
turing errors from a spectral analysis of the gear noise or
transmission error alone.

The modulation process was first suggested by Kohler,
Pratt and Thompson'" as the mechanism which controls the
gear noise freque-ncy spectrum ..Thompson later used frequen-
cy modulation to predict sideband amplitudes from
cumulative pitch errorsY' He concluded that frequency
modulation does not operate alone and that a complete ex-
planation would also require amplitude and pulse modula-
tion. Pulse modulation would account for the case of a
damaged tooth. Only the general case, undamaged gears, will
be considered here, although the theory developed in the ap-
pendixalso could be expanded to include damaged gears.

Amplitude Modulation
If a sine wave is amplitude-modulated by another sine

wave, the frequency spectrum wilJinclude three components:
the unaffected. component of the modulated sine wave (the
fundamental) and a sideband spaced on each side by the fre-
quency of the modulating wave ..The symmetrical. sidebands
have an amplitude which is half of the product of the
amplitudes of the two sine waves. fora pair of gears, we
can see that one error per rev, two errors per rev, 'etc. in the
gears will produce sidebands at the appropriate spacings from
'the fundamental. The AM process will, therefore, produce
sidebands at the frequencies found experimentally, but wit]

explain neither the usual. asymmetry nor the occasional. disap-
pearance of the fundamental.

Frequency Modulation
If a sine wave is frequency-modulated by another sine

wave, then a multiple sideband structure wiIlarise. The spec-
trum includes the fundamental plus sidebands spaced at all
the positive and negative integer multiples of the modulating
wave. If the two waves have the same phase angle, then all
the upper sidebands will be in phase, as will be all the even-
numbered lower ones. The odd-numbered lower sidebands
win be in anti-phase. The theory developed in the appendix
includes phase angles and shows in the general case that the
sideband phase relationship is more complex. The amplitude
of the f~damental and sidebands are controlled by Bessel
functions, some of which are shown in Fig. 3. Vl/hen the Bessel
functions pass through zero, the fundamental or a sideband
will disappear. This is illustrated by the example shown in

Gea1r Noise Spectrum

Pinion Orders

Fig. 2-Typkal gear noise spectrum for passenger car. Fundamental frequency
at 13 orders of pinion rotation.
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Modulation depth I

Fig. 3 - 'Bessel functions of the first kind.
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Fig. 4. The spectrum of a 510Hz wave is shown. while being
frequency modulated by a 29.4Hz wave. The modulation
depth varies from 0.2 to over 9 ..The cyclical variation in the
amplitude of the fundamental and the sidebands can be seen
dearly.

Complex Modulation
The full expression for a complex modulated waveform is

given in Equation 17 of the appendix. This shows that an
asymmetric sideband spectrum results froma tooth mesh fun-
damental! modulated by two other wa.veforms. Each frequen-
cy component can be considered as the sum of the frequency-
modulated component of the fundamental plus the amplitude-
modula.ted sidebands from its neighbors. In addition to these
main sidebands, there are secondary frequency components
not seen in either AM or FM alone .. Equation 17 of the ap-
pendix shows that sidebands are possible at all frequencies
equal to the fundamental plus or minus all pinion multiples
plus or minus all crownwheel multiples. These additional
sidebands are the complex intennodulation components.

Discussion
From the preceding treatments of modulation, it appears

that only a complex form of modulation can cause the typical
asymmetric gear noise structure, However ,the process by
which the gear excitation becomes noise is governed by the
very complex dynamics of the shafting, bearings and gear
casing ..It can readily be argued that either amplitude or Ire-
quency modulation 'can give the usual sideband structure
especially in regions of high structural modal density. To ex-
plore the arguments further r it is necessary to look at a
measure of the gear excitation function unaHected by dynamic
response. Such a measure is transmission error, the non-
uniform component or gear motion. The transmission 'er-
ror of a 13/43 tooth combination hypoid pair was measured
and the order-locked spectrum computed. The spectrum is
presented in Figs. SA and 55. Fig. 5A shows the low frequen-
cy components of eccentricity and distortion. Fig. 5B is

7

8 .

4

3-

2

,.
FREQUENt)' D-h,

Fig. 4 - Disappearance of fundamental or sideband when Bessel functions
pass through zero.
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Fig. Sa.-Spectrum of gear transmission error. Low frequency components
of eccentricity and distortion.

Fig. Sb-Asymmetrk sideband structure of tooth at 13 orders.

centered on the tooth mesh at 13 orders and shows an asym-
metric sideband structure. The predicted frequencies of fun-
damental plus and minus integer multiples of pinion and
erownwheel frequencies agree with the sideband positions,
There are also many other secondary sidebands predicted by
neither AM nor PM alone. These are the intermodulation pro-
ducts predicted by complex modulation . For example, close
to the fundamental are crownwheel minus pinion (U.302J),
twice crownwheel minus pinion (12.6046), and three times
crownwheeI minus pinion (12.9070). AU the secondary
sidebands agree exactly with some combination of positive
or negative multiples of the crownwheel and the pinion
frequencies.

This evidence confirms that the tooth mesh component of
transmission error is both amplitude- and frequency-
modulated by low frequency faults in the gears. From this
it may he possible to demodulate the transmission error and
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!=;ig.601 and b-Spectra of transmission error caused by misaligned pinion and resulting in 0.002"· runout,

obtain the modulation coefficients directly. These ,coefficients
could then be related to manufacturing errors. This can be
illustrated by introducing a deliberate error into a gear pair.
This was done by misalignlng the pinion from Ithe previous
example to introduce a 0 ..002 inch runout, The spectra of the
new transmission error are shown in Figs. 6A and 6B.Fig ..
6A shows a corresponding increase in the Hrst pinion order.
No other change is seen in the low frequency part of the spec-
trum .. The high freque.ncy part of the spectrum in Fig. 6B
shows, perhaps surprisingly, that the amplitudes of the two
dominant peaks have been reduced. It is interesting to
speculate from this that if it were possible to control gear
errors exactly, gearscould be manufactured in which no par-
ticular sidebands were dominant. These gears would stiU
generate noise, but this might be more comfortable for the
human ear thana pure tone.

Because ef its complexity, the equation of complex rnodula-
tion is not amenable Ito solution. So far, attempts to solve
digitally for the modulation coefficients have failed. This is
because iterative techniques win not converge unless some
reasonable first estimates of modulation coefficients are
available .. It may, however, prove possible to develop a
hybrid analog/digital technique. Analog techniques can
demodulate individual A1'v1and Rvf signals. Rvf demodulators
cannot fully discriminate the FI\1 component in a signal which
is also amplieude- modulated, and similar problems affect .A1V1
demodulators. They could, however, be used Itoprovide start-
ing estimates lor a digital solution. The frequencies at which
the technique would work would be much greater than those
generated by a single flank tester and a frequency transla-
tion would also be required. A more practical. solution,
however. would be to measure the gear vibration on a very
stiff rolling gear tester .. The dynamic characteristics of the
tester would have Ito be such that there were no significant
resonances in the frequency range measured, H this require-
ment is met, present technology could lead to. the develop-
ment of a fast loaded roUinz check of gears which indicates
individual gear faults directly.
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Conclusion
The asymmetric nature of the gear noise spectrum is caused

by both amplitude and frequency modulation of gear mesh
excitation. The modulation is caused by I.ow frequency
manufacturing and assembly errors in the gears.

Considerably more work is needed Ito demodulate the
transmission error or gear excitation, If successful, a dynamic
gear testing technique which would rapidly diagnose in-
dividual gear faults could be developed.

Appendix

Nomenclature

A Constant of Amplitude

w Angular Frequency

Time

01 Phase Angle

M(t) A Modulated Waveform

i1w Frequency Va:riation

e Instantaneous Angle

= Modulation Index

JI'I(x) The Bessel Function of x oE the First Kind

m Integer Constant

n Integer Constant



Amplitude Modulation (AM)
The waveform from two pert,ect gears can be considered

as a. sinusoid represented by

For the sake of complete generality, phase angles. will. be in-
eluded everywhere.

Now suppose 'the a_rnplitudeof this waveform is modulated
by
Al cos(w1t + 01)

Then the modulated waveform is given by

which expands to

M(t) = A.: cos (wet + 0c) + VzAc AI cos [(we + Wl))t

+ 0'1 + 0(11 + % Ac Al cos [(""e - (1)t + 0.e - ~'111 (2)

so thatan amplitude-modulated wave is equivalent to the
sum of three components: the unaffetecl fundamental and
an upper and lower sideband.

We now have a partial explanation for sidebands, although
this modulation gives only one upper and lower sideband.

Frequency Modulation (fMl
Consider again the same fundamental

M(t)=Ac cos(wc't + 'rile)

frequency-medulated by

where tl.wc is the maximum variation of the fundamental
frequency.

The instantaneous frequency of the fundamental is given by

(3)

and the instantaneous angle is given by

(l'= I Iwjdt = j 'o(w, + aWcCOS(W2t + 02) )dt

= wet + 0c + tl.wc sin (wzt + ,rII2)

~
The modulated wave is given by

(4)

M(t) = A.:cos {wet + 'Pc + aWe sin (wzt + lih) )
W:2:

(5)

Let aWe = I, the modulation index or modulation depth.
Wl

Expanding (5)

M(t) = Accos (wct, + ,Idle) cos U sin("'2't + ,°2) ) (6)

- Ac sin (wet + Idle) sin U sin (wzt + 0'2) )

Now it can be shown that

cos (x sin y) =, Jo(x) + 2~m-l hm(x)cos 2my

sin (x sin y) = 2~~-1 hm-l(X)sin (2m-l)y

where In(x) is the Bessel function of x of the first kind or
order n,

Using (7) and (8) in (6)

M(tl = ~cos (w~t + !!Ie)Uo(l)+Zf'm.-l hm(l)cos2m(wzt + 'h) )
-",sin (wet +0c) 2fzm-1 hm-lm sin (2m-I) (""2t + "2) (9)

Now expanding (9)

M (t) = AJo([) cos (wet + ,''c)

+~f!m-l hm{l) cos(wct + 0'e+2m(wzt + 'h) )
+ cos(wct + 0c-2m(.w2t + "2) ),

+Acf'lm-l hm-l .coS(w,t + ",+(2m-l)(~t + 01) )

- COS(We! + 0c-(2m-I)(wzt + '02) ) (10)

making use of the property

(ll)
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we can reduoe equation 10 to
M(t) == Ace'm- -~ Jm(I)cos h/tct + 0c + m(w2t + °2)) (12)

It is important that we study the si.gnificancceof this ex-
pressionbefere moving on. It is a Fourier series with terms
for the fundamental frequency and each frequency equal to
the fundamental plus or minus every integer multiple of the
modulating frequency. The amplitude of these sidebands is
govemed by the Bessel.function 'of the modulation index I,
so Ito' complete our understanding of fM we must briefly
study the Bessel function.

The particular Bessel function weare interested in is the
'one of the first kind, which is a particular solution to a d:if~
ferential equation and which is itself an .infinite.series, Jo{x),
1t(x), 1z(x)and 1:~'(x),.are plotted against x in Fig. 3. The func-
tion is periodic and resembles a decaying sinusoid.

If'dwe = 0, that is, the frequency does not modulate, then
in Equation 14 I = 0 and 1m (0)=0 form *0 and Jo (0) -1.

So

M(t) = Jo(O) cos (wet +0c)

and we have the fun<tLmental only.

As we increase dWc- I increases so the amplitude of the
fundamental will decrease, and all the sidebands will have
a .finiteamplitude which is smaller the further their frequency
from the fundamental.

CIRCLE A-16 ON READiR REPLYCARD
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If we increase 4we until I ees 2.4 the amplitude of the fun-
damental will drop to zero because 10 (2.4) == 0 (Fig. 3). We
can actually remove the fundamentaIand leave only
sidebands if we modulate to this depth.

As 4we increases, the amplltude of each particular side-
band varies from maximum to minimum values and passes
through zero. This is illustrated by Fig. 4. Here the spec-
trum of a SlO Hz fundamental is shown under FM by a
2904Hz modulating wave over a range of modulation depths
from 0.2 to over 9. The cyclical variation in the amplitudes
of the fundamental and stdebands is dearly shown.

Complex Modulation
We can now proceed from these simple treatments to at,

more realistic one where wec:onsider the combination of the
two modulation processes, AM and .Fl\1.

Consider again a fundamental wave

amplitude modulated by

rep[\esenting a combination from both of the gears and fre-
quency modulated by

if we set II = dWc1

WI
I2 1==4"'a

W2

(The modulated wave may be written)

M (t) + Ace cos D

Note that this representsa frequency modulated wave
which is subsequently amplitude modulated.

It can be shown that the result is the same if the amplitude
modulation. takes place hefoN fr~quency modulation.

If cos D is expanded and the appropriate substitutions
made, we obtain

This isa..Fourier series with components at frequencies given
by all possible combinations of

W ... 'We ± m WJj ± n~; m. & .n = - co'to CO



Now substitute equations 13 and 14 into 15.

MW -Ac [1 + Al COS(wlt + 01)+A2cos("'2t + "2)]1 'cos D
;;0 Ac fm_- ...fn~- ...Jm(h}Mh)cos(wct

+0c+m{WIt+'rih)+n("'2t+0'4) )

+% Al ('OS (wet + "c + (m+l) WIt + m03 + 0'1

+n {"'2t + 04) )

+ Vz Al cos (Wet + 0c + (m -1) WIt + m03 - "1

+n (Wz't + 'M)
+11% A2 'cos (Wet + 0c +m(c111t + '03) + (n + 1)

(w,;'t + n04 + O2) )

+ 111A2 COS (Wet + 0e +m.(~t + "3) + (n - 1)

(w,;t + n0'4 - O2) )

This is the complete e:xpression Foracomplex modulated
wave which at first sight appears highly complicated.

If we consider that in the case of a real gear pair the tooth
ratio will have been selected Itogive a long hunting period,
then we can treat the sidebands of each gear separately.

1.. M-nu programming-direct input from
gear print (no tool path program req'd)

2. Single rotan' diamond disc
( Hminates expensiv formed. discs)

3" Non syrnrnetn aJ tooth dr ssmg
4. Extensive involute modifications
5. P' rfect foot grind geomernes & Mending
6. PC mmTOI has 9" CRT screen with graph!
7. Immediate program changeovers wirhour

the need for new formed diamond discs
8. Moums easily onto Rei hauer dovetail slide

(17)

Thus we may look: at the sidebands oJ the first gear:

Ac f m-l i, (11) 10 (12) cos «(jJct + "c + m(w1t + "3) )

+ 1flAl cos (Wet + 0c + (m + 1) (WIt + m"3 + 0'1»

+ 1IIAI cos (wet + 0'e + (m - 1) (WIt + m03 - ,0In (18)

We can now see how each primary sideband is made up
fromthree contributory sources. The first is the sideband at
that frequency directly from the fr,equency modulation pro-
cess. The secondand third contributions al'l~due to, ampntud
modulation ,of the neighborillg sidebands.
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Abstract
A new method of improving the load capacity of crossed helical

gear sets is introduced. The principle of the method is as follows:
(1) A line contact. is introduced instead of a point contact bet-

ween two teeth in mesh with each other; i.e., the tooth surface of
one member of a crossed helical gear set is slightly finish cut by a
tool of a form virtually identical with the other.

(2) In ord r to optimize the parameters, which control the load
capadty of the gear set, a higher angle like 30 is used for the pressure
angle.

A crossed helical gear set is experimentally designed and finished
on the basis of the principle. Performances of the set and a correspon-
ding ordinary one are examined. The load carrying capacity of the
improved set is several times that of the ordinary one.
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Coordinate Systems (fig. 1)
01-XIYlzl - Stationary with respect to the earth. Zl axis

coinciding with the axis of the unmodified gear.
01-Xl'Yl'Zl' - Stationary with respect to the unmodified gear,

Zl' axis coinciding with Zl axis.
02~x2Y2z2 - Stationary with respect to the earth, Z2 axis

coinciding with the axis of the unmodified gear.
02~X2Y2.'Z2' - Stationary with respect to the modified gear,

Z2' axis coinciding with Z2 axis.

Introduction
Crossed helical gear sets are used to 'transmit power and

motion between non-intersecting and non-parallel axes. Both
of the gears that mesh with each other are involute helical
gears, and a point contact is made between them. They can
stand a smaU change in the center distance and the shaft angle
without any impairment .in the accuracy of transmitting mo-
tion. Also, shifting axially either member of the set makes

.Ml' 1"1

Ii: Cel'llter
dlL.t ..ne-e

Fig. 1- Coordinate systems



no difference in meshing action, so they are the easiest of all
gears to use.

The load carrying capacity of crossed helical gear sets is
quite small, and their teeth surfaces tend to be easily worn
out. These limitations result from the fact that they have a
point contact and a higher sliding velocity. A low pressure
angle and deep teeth are preferred for a higher contact ratio
and a larger load capacity.

Crossed helical gear sets such as those driving an oil pump
in an automobile engine are called cam shaft gears. One of
the helical gears, integral with a cam shaft of the engine,
drives the other on the oil pump shalt. Generally, the ratio
of the gear set is equal to or nearly equal to one. Recently,
there has been a tendency to increase the power of engines,
making the cam shalt gears transmit a larger load. This
report, explicitly concerning cam shaft gears, introduces a
new method of kinematic consideration to improve the load
capacity of skew gears.

Principle
The principle of the new method is as follows:
(l) The tooth surface of one of the gears of a mating crossed

helical gear set is slightly finish cut by a tool of a form vir-
tually identical with that of the other. Namely, one tooth sur-
face is modified so that it becomes an envelope of the other.
This makes an original point contact change into a line con-
tact, which is a characteristic of worm gear sets.

The entire tooth surface does not need to be finish cut. The
line contact and a. higher load capacity are realized even if
a part of the surface is modified, In this report, the gear set
thus finished is called the modified gear set, and a conven-
tional non-medihed one is named the ordinary gear set. The
modified member of the modified gear set is called the
modified gear and the other, the unmodified gear.

(2) The pressure angle of a modified setis determined to
optimize the parameters which control the load capacity.
These are the relative radii of curvature, the relative sliding
direction and the extent of the contact area.

The center distance, number of teeth and shalt angle of
3. modified set are made the same as those of an ordinary
one. The pitch circle diameters, helix angles and modules of
the modified and ordinary sets are not necessarily the same.
Taking assembly or installation into account, the outside
diameters of the modiHedset are made similar to those of
the ordinary one.

(3) The gear tooth to be modified is rough cut by a con-
ventional hobbin~ machine with an involute gear hob. Modi-
fying cut of the tooth is the same as hobbing of a worm wheel
by a worm. hob, but it is difficult to make the rotation ratio
of the hob and work table identical in an ordinary hobbing
machine, so a special setup for modifying-cut is provided.
The unmodified gear is a helical gear which is not easily cut
bya hobbing machine. Although both of the mating gears
can be modified, only 'the driven gear mounted on the oil
pump shaft is modifed in this report.

Ki.nematic Analysis of Modified Gears
1. Center Distance A

The center distance A and number of teeth Zl and Z2 of

the modified set are identical with those of the ordinary set.

A - m, ( Zl + Z2 )
2 cos {j cos (90D

- m (1)

2. Unmodified Tooth Surface (Involute Helicoid)
The unmodified tooth has an involute helicoid surface.

Using parameters shown in Fig. 2, the surface is expressed
as follows:

(
Xl') (rb (cos 8 + u sin 8))

fl' = y< = rb (sin 8 - u cos 8)
Zl -q.v

where, q=rb/tan {j is called the reduced pitch and
8 ... u+v+~.

(2)

3. Surface Normal to Unmodified Tooth
The unit surface normal to the unmodified tooth surface is

Ill' = (~::) = (~~::~s~~sOe) (3)n, . -sm{jb

4. Contact Condition of Modified Gear Set
At a point of contact, the following vector equation is

satisfied.

(4)

where "1 is the normal to the tooth surface and w is the
relative sliding velocity expressed in 0rXlYtZl system. The
vector iN is derived by using Equation (2).

From Equation (41), the contact condition of the modified
gear set is expressed as follows:

cos H + (u-IJ cot2tlb) sin H +Azr, -cot{jb ...0 (5)

where H= U+V+l1+tb.

Design of Multiple Fly Cutteil'
1. Multiple Fly Cutter

The following difficulties appear when modifying gears by
a hobbing machine:
(1) The gear ratio one requires the work 'table to rotate at

very high speed.
(2) A multiple-threaded hob of a high lead angle, expensive

and almost impossible to finish precisely, is needed.
Therefore, a special multiple fly cutter similar to a pinion cut-

YI'

Fig. :1- Parameters for involute
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tel' and an expedluental setup to modify the gears are
provided.
2. Cuttina Bdpa

The ideal tdp of the cutter 11 idemical with the intersec-
tion betwIm the cutting face and the umnodified gear sur-
face. The ideallide flank, which hat the profile conforming
to the form of the ideal edge, Is usually difflcuJt to finish
precIIe:ly, 10 the actual side flank is finiIhed to be an involute
surface approximatins the ideal fIInk. Then the actual cut-
tqed&e is the intenf!ction between the actual side flank thus
finirhed and the face.
3. Cutting Face

A. shown in Fig. 3, the normal fiE' to the face is

(

-sin,), )
li{ - COl 'Y • sin ti

- COl ')' • Cos ti
(6)

At a point fl on the face, the following vector
equation is satisfied:

(7)

4. Involute Side Flank
The Rank Is finished to be an involute helicoid in contact

with the ideal side flank at the pitch cylinder. Then the flank
is expraaed by Equation (2) inwhich foJJowins reduced pitch,
'Ie, is substituted for q:

CIc-l),1tan (ti-~t) (PI in Fig. 4)

or (8)
(PI in Fig. 4)

where 4iJ1 and 4iJ1 are the clearance angles of the flanks.
" in Fig. 2, which defines the position of the involute

helicoid, is

or (9)
.,,-a/l),+inPat (for PI)

where CIt is the transverse pressure angle of the involute side
flank. Then the flank may be written

(
Xc') (I), (cos fJ + u· sin 8»)

fe' - Yc: - l'b (sin (J - u • cos (J)
Zc b-Qcov

(10)

S. Point on Cutting Edge
At a point on the edge; i.e., the intersection between the

involute side flank and the cutting &Ice, the following vector
equation is utWled.

(11)

SimilariIy, at a point on the ideal edpi Le., the intersection
between the ideal inYo)ute tooth surface and the face, the
fo1Jowins Is 18l:isfied.

(12)

6. Profile Error of Cutting Edge
It is neceuary to examine the difference.between the ideal

edge by Equation (U) and the actual one by Equation (11).
These resulta differ, depending on the uae of the ideal flank
or the involute flank. Fig. 5 shows the profiles of thne two
swfaces in a plane perpendicular to their axes. In this figure,
~ is the circumferential difference between two surfaces and
~ is the normal difference.

4,,-~os all (13)

If 4" is not small enough, the involute side flank must be
finished so that ita measured profile error coincides with the
a" curve.

YI

\ T<.. lInq
sade

Leadl -
u

Ie t~

Fi.II:'3 - Multiple fly cutler

Fig. 4 - Points on cutting edge P! and PI

Fig. ;; - Diffe~ence between side flanks



Ordinary gearsal

TABLE 1 Dimensions of Gearsets

Modified 'gearset

IDriver Driven

50.0°

46.672

Unmodified Modified
Center distance mm

30.0°

42.917 42.917

Normal pressure angle' 14.5"

Normal module ,2.5 2.41

He'lix angle 55.13°

Number of teeth 12 (LJ-I.) 12 (L.H.)

Pitch circle diameter mrn

L~ne of contact

-:)---- .2'

Fig. 6 - Lines of contact

)(2' mm
OI:j 1"l:;-14. S·

•E16~~-+--~~~
~~
1:

ti iii 12
>..-~..~~"' ....

;.~ I ~~_,:,,:-_-+,;-_-..........;;-I
- 2D n

Fig. 7 - Radii of relative curvature

40.0°

39.162 50.585 35.249

1. Dimensi011S
Table 1 shows the ditII:tMIaN of the ordMry

crossed helical par
2. Lines of COl\tKt

Fis. 6 shows the .... ~!DJltI1Ct
face. When the IIN-g_
dinary set (a.-1605
shown by the dotIecIlilif4ll.
unmodified .... __ A.tllCNilU

cue of cq_30°, 1'ht.-_ ....
face. The contact ..
a.,-14.5°.

Fis. '1 shows the racIi nrIatiw curwtuIe
a.- 30 are larpr thin thoe of a"-14.5 .

01

* SET-UPS
TAKE

SECONDS* I'NTERNAL-EXTERNAL
SPUR & HELICAL GEARS
ro .20 INCHES DI'AMETER'

11707 McBean Drive, EI Monte. CA 9173.2
1818) 44.2-.2898
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Fig. 8-Angles between lines of contact and relative sliding direction

~ 16 18 20 22

~o11 dlstilnC:i1 111m

Ag. 9- Inspection 'curve for cutter Ag. U - Modifying-cul setup

fig. 8 shows the angles between a line of contact and the
dinction of the relative sliding velocity. The angles of
~-JOO are also larger than those of a,,-14.S". From these,
a hiah pn!IIIUI'e angle a,,-30° is determined.
3. Pro8J.e Error of Cutting Edge

PIg. 9 shows the a. curves of the involute side flanks of
the multiple fly cutter designed to agree with the designed
modified gear let. The side flank dearance angles ~1 and
6A are 3.50• Errors of 13 ,un occur at the tip and root if the
side flanks are finished to the correct involute; therefore, they
are Bnished with the profile errors shown in Fig. 9.

Manufacture
1. Hob and Multiple Fly Cutter

Fig. 10 shows a hob and a multiple fly cutter provided for
a modified gear set. The unmodified gear is finish cut by the
hob. The modiAed one is rough cut by the hob and then finish
cut by the multiple fly cutter. The number of threads and
the helix angle of the cutter coincide with that of the un-
modified gear.
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I-I -

Fig, 10 - Hob and multiple fly cutter

1 I MOdlhe<l gear. 2: M"lt1plo fly cuttor

) I iM.I.:lter qeal'&'. .. r ...,.il. '50 iI: Mi.
t. ! Spur' geali .• , 7: Chl,u:k. B = ".,.".1nql

Ag. n - Schematic ,of modifying-tl.!t setup

2. Gear Modifying Setup
Fig. 11 shows an experimental setup to modify a gear. The

axis (4), on which the multiple fly cutter (2) is mounted, is
supported at one end by a slide bearins. The other end of
the axis is clamped by a chuck on a machine tool spindle so
that the axis and the cutter are driven axially and rotation-
ally by the spindle. A gear set (3) is the rrwter gear of this
system. It converts the axial and rotational mowment of the
cutter into the rotation of the axes (5) coupled to each other
by a spur gear set (6). At the end of the axis (5), the modified
gear (1) is chucked.

Both of the gear ratios of the gear sets (3) and (6) are one.
The lead of the master gear mounted on the cutter axis is
equal to that of the cutter; i.e., the unmodified gear.
Therefore, when the cutter moves axially and rotationally
to modify the gear, the relative movement between the cut-
ter and the modified gear coincides with that between the
unmodified gear and the modified gear, thus realizing the cor-
rect generating motion.
3. Finish Cut

Fig. 12 shows the setup in operation. The modified and



Fig. 13- Tooth bearing check Fig. '15- Modified g_ar after 15 hours run.

Fig. 14 - Schematic of performance test

unmodified ... are made from SCM22 (Chromium
Molybdenum Steel) and carburized to a hardness greater than
HRC55.

The tooth burtna ischecked as shown inFig. 13. At white
parts of the modified par (upper gear). the contact between
the par teeth has occurred. and at black parts, no contact
has occumd. 1he surface is partly whitened because only
its central area It modified by finish cut.

Performance Test
1. Test Setup

Fig. 14 shows the setup for a running test. Similar to a cam
shaft par IIf!l inan automobiJe engine, the pump driving per-
formance of the modified IIf!l is tested. The load is adjusted
by changing the outlet pn!IISUft of the pump. The speed of
the gear rotation is fixed at 1650 rpm. The over-ball diameter
of the modified par is measured at regular intervals. and the
deae.ue of the diameter is seen to represent the tooth wear.
2. Results

Fig. 15 shows the tooth swiace of the modified gear after
15 houn run at 1.471 MPa outlet pressure. The unevenness
of the surface by finish cutting is clearly obtraved.

As. 16 shows the decrease of the over-baD diameter by the
running test. After a 30 hours run, the wear of the modified
gear set stops even if the highest outlet prasure; i.e., the
lUshest load, is applied. The ~ is still apparent after
200 hours run.

(continued on "",. 48)

;RynnJ,ng tl.me h

Fie· 16-Wear of modified and ordinary gearsets

CIRCLE A-13 ON READER REPlY CARD
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Gear Manufacturing Methods -
Forming The Teeth

by
National Broa.ch and Machine,

MI. Clemens, Michigan
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The forming ·of gear teeth hastraditionally been a time-
consuming heavy stock removal operation in which dose
tooth size, shape, nmout and spacing accuracy are required,
This is true whether the teethare tinished by a second form-
ing operation or at shaving operation.

Originally gear teeth were produeed with .form-milling cut-
terson mj[)ing machines equipped with index heads. Later
the popular gear hobbing process, Fig. 1, was developed to
produce external gears. The shaper-cutting method was
developed prim~riJy to produce internal gears and gears on
blanks that would not permit passage of a hobbing toot

Toelay internal gears are being broached at high produc-
tion rates. External gearsarealso being produced at high pro-
duction rates by pot broaching methods ..Other methods such
as high ,energy rate forming and rolling of fine-pitch teeth
from the solid are being applied and investigated.

Gear Hobbing and. Sh~ping
One of the hy problems in hobbing~nd shaping o·f gear

teeth is the specLficationof a properly proportioned tooth
form. Most of the problem occurs in the fiJlletarea. However,
when semi-topping hobs or shaper cutters an'! used to pro-
duce tip-protective chamfers, Fig. 2, a loss of active profile
'can result if the outside diameter of the blank has not been

Fig. ~- Typical hob tooth shapes. Protuberance 'type is alleft, semi-toppin~
type a! right. Courtesy Star Cutler Co.

increased beyond the theoretical outside diameter to provide
additional stock for the chamfer.

If the fillet produced by hobbingor shaping is too high,
finishing too] interferenceand breakage can result. and the
accuracy Q·f the produced proHle can be affected. If the hob
or shaper cutter tooth has a full radius form on the tip, max-
imum wear life of the tools is provided ..

Referring to Fig ..3, it can be seen that forming of the teeth
with a gear-shaped shaper cutter or a rack-shaped hobbin~
too] differs considerably from the in-f,ed form too~ operation.
Hobbing, gear-shaplngand rotary gear shaving have tooth
tip paths which produce fillets that are actually trochoidal
curves generated by the tip comer of each tooth.

Asa. result, the point of tangency between this curve and
the generated involute profiles is higher than that of the radius
on the form tool The shaper-cut fillet tangency point is
slightly higher than that produced by a hob or the same work-

- -

ing depth. Thus, the shape of a fillet on a gear drawing is
correctly specified as tha't produced by a specific hob or
shaper cutter tooth form with a specific tip radius or form.

The generating action of hobs and sha.per cutters with and
without protuberance to provide necessary shaving cutter tip
clearance is illustrated in Fig. 4.

The amount of total undercut (shaving stock plus. 0.0005
to O.DOl-in.) produced by pre-shaving, protuberance-type
tools, Table 1, varies with the pitch of the gear teeth. Posi-

Tabl 1- R.ecommended Shaving Stock. and Total
Undercut for Pre-Shave Gear Cutting Tools

Normal
Diametral

Pitch
2 to 4
5 to 6
7 to 10

11 to 14
16 to 18
20 to 48
52 to 72

Shaving Stock
On. per Side of

TootJ:!l

Total Undercut
(In, per Side of

Tooth)
0.0015 to, 0.0020
0 ..0012 to 0.0018
0.0010 to 0.0015
0 ..0008 to 0.0013
0.0005 to 0.0010
0.0003 to 0.0008
O.0001 to 0.0003

0.0025 to O.(X)30
0.002-3 to 0.0028
0.'0015 to 0.0020
0.10012 to 0.0017

OIIR'ECTION OF

~~ O~IONOF.
TOOL H'!AVEL

r rJUNC1UREOF FILLET
1. AND INVOLUTE

01 RECTION OF
TOOL TRAVEL

I

Fig. 3-Generatingactiol'l ·of gear shaping, left, and hobbing, center; compared. with index form-milling, right.
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.- SHAVING CUTTER

SHAVING CUTlER·
HLLeT CONTACT

SHAVINC CUTTER
CLEARS FILLET

LH08 WITt< Pl!OTUBEU.NCE

Fig. 4; - Generating paths of shaper cutter, hobs and rotary-shaving cutlers in fillet area on same tooth.

tion of the protuberance-produced under-cut fillet produced
by a specific hob or shaper cutter varies with the number
of teeth in the gear. Usually the undercut will generate too
high on gears with small numbers of teeth and reduce the
necessary amount of involute profile. Use of the same tool
on gears with large numbers of teeth will provide an under-
cut too low to serve any useful purpose.

Theoretically protuberance-type nabs and shaper cutters
should be designed for a gear with a specific number of teeth.
However, this method is not economically feasible when a
variety of gears with different tooth numbers are being pro-
cessed. Often a tool with no protuberance may be used for
gears with small numbers of teeth. This method makes use
of the natural undercut produced by generating-type tools
that extend below the base circle on gears with small tooth
numbers .. Fig. 5 left illustrates this condition,

On long and short-addendum gears, the amount and posi-
tion of protuberance on hobs and shaper cutters must be
carefully specified because of the different generating action
in producing the teeth ..

The fillet shapes of typical hobbed and shaped gears are
shown in Figs. 6 and 8. The finish produced by these two
generating forming methods is shown in Figs .. 7 and 9.

The effect of the generating action of hobs and shaper cut-
ters on the finish in the fillet area is shown in the two en-
larged sketches in Fig. 5.

AppJying the Processes
Careful consideration should be given to the tooling for

hobbers and shapers. Where possible this tooling should
locate on the rim or side of the gear blank, just below the
root diameter of the teeth. Proper mounting of hcbs, in-
cluding indication for runout within 0.0005-in., and careful
machine setup for tooth size are most important for good
results in the subsequent shaVing operation.

Optimum machine performance and economy results when
only sufficient stock is left for shaving to dean up the gear
and assure the removal of semi-finishing errors or their reduc-
tion to specified tolerance limits. Leaving an excessive amount
of stock to be removed by shaving unduly reduces cutter life,
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increases shaving time and may result in the shaving cutter
hitting the fillet.

Table 1shows the amount of stock left on each side of a
tooth under average conditions for removal in the shaving
operation.

It is also important that the involute profile and lead of
a hobbed or shaped helical gear be held as close as possible
to that of the gear as shaved if maximum shaving cutter life
is to be attained. Uniform stock removal. in the shaving opera-
tion equalizes cutter wear and results in more pieces shaved
before the cutter has to be reground. This is not the case when
the cutter has to correct too great an error in involute pro-
me and excessive wear is concentrated on only part of the
tool. This results in hollow spots on the cutter which in tum
leave high spots on the shaved gear tooth profiles.

It is good practice to process a pi.lot group of gears to the
desired lead, heat treat them and then carefully check the
amount of distortion caused by the heat treatment, The
resulting average of this check will serve as a guide for com-
pensating the lead in processing the remainder of the lot.

Changes in helix angle also produce changes in involute
profiles. Thus, both must be adjusted in machining gears
which are to be heat-treated .. The gears should be hobbed
or shaper cut as closely as possible to the adjusted lead, This
is particularly true if maximum shaving cutter life is desired
in producing wide face gears.

Clutch gears having rounded or pointed teeth should have
all' chips and burrs removed from their ends before they are
shaved. Otherwise, these chips can become imbedded in the
serrations of the cutter teeth and cause breakage,

Blank machining, hobbing or shaping speeds and feeds
should not be so excessive that they cause cold working or
burnishing of gear tooth surfaces. This practice will prolong
shaving cutter life and avoid excessive heat treat distortion.

The selection of the type of hobbing tool. has an impor-
tant economic effect on the overall cost of gear processing.
At one time, because they were used on finish-hobbing opera-
tions before the development of rotary gear shaving, only
single-thread, Class "A", ground-form hobs were used as
preshaving tools. With the advent ·of shaving, less-expensive



GEAR TEETH WITH
NATURAL UNDE ReliT

HOUfD
FILLET AREA

SHA'ER CUT
FilLET AREA

Fig. S - All-tooth pinion. left. showing I1atural shapes-cutter undercut.
Enlarged fillets .•right. show type of finish gener.ated 'by hobbing and shaping.

Ag. 6-Hobbed 4~I)P. >in. PD. 2O'tooth gears with 2Do·PA,le£t, and30'·PA.
righl.

single-thread, Class "B".,ground-form pre-shaving hobs were
successfully applied,

Today even lower-cost Class "C', accurate unground-Form
hobs are widely applied as preshaving tools. To reduce the
required number of hobbing machines for rcll-finlshed. fine-
pitch helical transmission gears, multiple-thread. Class "C"
accurate unground-form hobs are also being utilized as pre-
shaving tools.

Multiple-thread hobs with straight gashes are usually larger
In diameter 'than single-thread hobs because of the require-
ment for a low thread-angle. In actual production of 14 and
16-NDP helical. transmission pinions. high production hob-
bing rates are being achieved by using J-thr,ead, 3-in. dia .•
Class "C' hobs instead of 2Vz-in. dia., single-thread hobs of
the same class. The number of threads in multiple-thread hobs
should not be prime with the number of teeth in the work
ge.a,r.

Accurate unground-form, Class 'C' single and multiple-
thread hobs can be produced by rack form-tool methods to
provide extremely dose tolerances for such .features as pro-
tuberance, semi-topping and fun-radius fillet design.

Broaching In'~ema1 Gears
Internal spur and helical gears can be most economicaUy

produced in high production by a single pass of a full-form
finishing broaching tool. assembly as shown in fig. 10. A wide
variety of automotive transmission internal running gears up
to ,6-in. pitch dia. with 6 to 20-DP teeth can be produced by

Fig. '7 - Hobbed finish of Ieft-hand g ar in Fig. 6 115 produced by i! 4.in. dia.,
lO-f1ute, single-thread hob rotatlng I 7l-rpm and fed al 0.15O-in. per
revolution.

Hg. 8-Geill'-Shaped 5-DP. zoo-PA. 13-toOlh geal, I fl. pr1Xlu~ by a
20-tooth. 4'1~-m.OD shaper cutler; compared wth ill Sn·DP .. zoo·PA,
12·looth gear, right. produoed by II 15-100th, l.3Z5-in. OD cutter,

Fig. 9 - Shaper-cut finish of I ft-hand gear in Fig. 8 as, produced with the
cutter making 121 strokes per minute and feeding at a r I~ of O.OO1-in. per
stroke.

Fig. IO-Full-Eoml. finishing broach showing roughing section, finishing shell.
tailpieee and broached gears,
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fig. ll-Internal-hroached SpUI and helical transmission pump and running gears ranging from 2 to e-ln diameter.

this method. See Fig .. 11.
Full-form finish broaching provides fine surface finishes,

precision involute form, accurate tooth thicknesses and preci-
sion tooth spacing and lead.

Internal helical gears are usualJy broached on vertical
broaching machines. Accurate leads are produced by the ac-
tion of a precision lead bar, Follower nut, and associated gear-
ing, which rotate the broach as it is pulled through the blank.
See Fig. U

Wher'f dose control of internal gear tip contact with mating

fig. 12 - Full-form finish broaching of infernal helical gears two-at-a-time
on a vertical broach.
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pinions is desired, the broached tooth form can be notched
as shown in Pig. 13 to provide absolute control. of length of
roll.

Inane application, two fully-automated full-form .finishing
broaching machines produce internal. helical gears at a rate
of 180 pieces per hour. The internal gear has 72, lS.S-DP,
171f2"-PA teeth with a 220 11', 30· right hand helix angle.
The gear blank has a 6-in. OD and is about 1-9116-in.wide.
Brinell hardness of the SAE 4028 blank is from 179 to 217.

\
\ / .

fORMER TIP·CHAMFER
DESIGN

\.
\/
NEW REO RING TI p. RElief

DESIGN

Fig. 13 - Conventional broached internal gea.r tip chamfer and improved lip
relief, length-cf-roll-control design.

Fig. 14 =Large internal spur differential running gea.rs that are broached to
precision tolerances,



teeth under ideal conditions that assure quick and complete
chip removal from the broach teeth. Coolant is flushed into
the tool area througha qukk-disccnnect coupling

Fine finish and precision tooth form. size. and spacing are
provided in gears and splines produced by push-up pot
broaching.

The process is ideally adapted to full automation. Finished
parts are ejected at the top of ,the pot broach where gravity
force can help move them on to the next operation.

The 6().toot.n, 12-DP, 14%Q-PA SAE 5130 involute spline
(second from the right in Fig. 15) has as-in. PD and is
a.BOO-in. long. The teeth are broached and the outside
diameter finished with a ring-type broaching tool at a rate
of 240 pieces per hour by pot broaching. Total lLfeof the tool
in this application is about 600,000 pieces.
(continued on page 48)

.Fi8. 115- A variety of external cast iron and steel clutches, cams and splines produced by push-up pot broaching.

The broaching tool is 82-in .. long and has a chip load of
O..0036-in. per tooth.

Originally the gear was shaped and shaved. .. It took 3
minutes to shapes-cut the 'teeth and 1 If., minutes to shave it.
Each broaching machine makes a finished gear every 40
seconds. The former method required 28 gear shaper spindles
and six rotary gear shavers. Totalli£e of individual broaching
tools is about 100,000 pieces.

Internal spur differential running gears with S/7-0P teeth
up to 9.400'-in. pitch diameter have been produced by
nibbling-type broaching tools, Fig.. 14.

Broaching External Gears
The fastest way to produce medium and high productton

external gears, splines and parts with specially formed teeth
like those in Fig. 15, is by pot broaching. A new processcalled
push-up pot broaching uses a machiae, Fig. 16, in whjch the
part is pushed upward through a fixed pot broaching tool
of either stick-type or wafer-type design to produce external

-I

Fig. 16-A Z5-ton automated push-up PQI broaching machine that can pro.
duee external gears, splines and tooth forms at rates up to 450 pieces per hour.

KEY-SEAT
- - ---

FREEl
~

KUNGELNBEAG

With

A~
Hyd!rau!lic IKey-
Seatin,g Imachines

Accurate, economical keyways are produced on cy1lndrlc~f and tapered
bores with Thyssen key-seaters. Several models are avallable for
keyway widthsfrom 0.118 inches to 5.9 inches, lengths Irom 1.00
inches 10 59'.00 inches. Thyssen key·seaters 'oHer maximum flB_xibllity
for: standard, square, multiple profile, rounded',tangenUal. Quarter
round or 'tapered, blind and radius tylle, taperettbores, extemal
keyways Dr other special appllcatJons.

For further informaUol'I, contact: ~lingelnberg Corporatlon.J5200Foltz
Industrial Parkway, Cleveland, OhIO 44136. Phone (216) 572·2100,

,il
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lIymgs .r'e' JUSI ,II 101 of "buU-
Without IIny n!ll b..aSiS, ......-and O/'1ty

serve 10 clearly ,no ... '1'1.1 !ac~ 01
knl)wled'gt m 1$II'ifOfmI1IQn and
.nd 1101'qu.le 'fully uncleB1and."9
!he UN1TlEO' STATES GOY,ERN-
U ENIT'S SmliH BUllned, Admin II·
IFabon·, ISSA) P'O!IF,"" hIve
unfortu"ltely' Clule.a I lot 0'

I people'LO Ignore whItiS wl.hOyt ill
doubt - nol only 'Ine mOSI
LmpOt1'-li'it IfidgenttOus50Uf'Ce of
hnan.eu'!g 101"Mw bUI~t!e5S, Ilan
UPI!I, I,nd e'M!st!ng; bu'sinesl
expanSions In thiS COyntry -- byt0' thl! .ntlfl!: worlai

· NoOr -,nl" YQ\.J·.e-h"atd 'he ··IbJ:j1l"
abou! .he Un,ted SIIoI .. GOy......
me-nt's SeA lOlin PrOl,iJrlim ,- hike
,a few mof1l mQmentllln(ll read the
follow.ng: lacts
0' '0111, •. ft 01' .............. 101M

__ ....... ,ly ",'-.'m!noritft
I!!.t:~ ..

• 'W"-' 511" ~ .. Iz .
.....ulll .."'•• " cluilly
_" .. 10 17'" ,,,' .111' 'II"
,comp .... ,n 1M ".!IOn

• IFI·edl ''- c_u _out onl)'
..... an 1M' ,1_, .lIIpilc.ollon it
_I Nck d... '10 ..... Mc.onl""I
1...... lcljll9 'M ,"~Md Inlo,-
_1kIn...C!f _.ldl,.!~ '""'ona
,1n100000.!iOn

., , ...., ".A. 1& ....... 1••" II,

Cons''''''' ....."do" mini ... "",
doll .......... nl 'n butI..... 10....
.HI! rlKlI ,.tr ,In otdtt 10I....
'uMy '~_ply with lliic1 .... t...
(AI_I 5 !Ij.1!!on. !n!. "•• '1'
Yet. despite the millions, ~o

mi5$ oul, - the". art: S~IIIIIteralty
thOusand.s of ambitiOUS, men and
WCiII1Mf1I "aflon,wiIfI< who lirl!' Ipro-
perly applyu'Ig - befng: i!!PI)IQv(td
- Ind obtMmf'll! luHlclell1: ,,,,,ell
to either start' Ii new bUSiness, II
h'anchlse Or buy Oul' or tlpand 111'\
,e'luS'lng; one MosUr theY' are iJl
IUS. 1),PIC ai, AmeftCJ.nl w~!n 'no
fancy "fles who, used ,ess'entlii II)'
I~e IUiiil1M'.UecUy. IiInow,·l\ow io
1'111 oull'heir iPpJI~lion$1t1at yQy'l1
'Imd: In Ihe BUSiness, OpPo1h;r'!!ly
s..x.rs,· lo!!n5 Manull

So dM I you !II'" be shy about
applying for and acceptll'\9 ~he$e
ql,.l-lri!!mnd !lind dlre.:;1 gQvrrnrnenl
loans C urlou'5ly ~nough fhe
gO'¥'e1nmenE is ,(ctulJIY very tr'iuCn

,..' ' ' '.'
QU""AN'I"!E 12

'Eyen IICer 15 diY' ....'''u[t'1!!: Ii how
you are stn 51rongiy pr01K'Ied
- Ir you dec!de '10 ilfeep lihe
mi!imJIJ- lind ~ y app~ytor ,In
SBA LOin inylll"ne'wl,tun J
yea, yOur IQln musl be
approt.'td !!!noyou i"i"!ustIctually
'1tOlJlve II'\! luI"KSs or va""r moner
w-tUbe refunded In full •
•••••••;~•••••••••1
Only bIo;aUM _ .... ' 10"",,'.

.nt" ... lld ,n nelp'"9 ~ou slln • clenl 'Ihallhl.'. a !acl do ~ datil
buS Intis, thll' wlUmaliiJ!I I lot 01 make such ,Ii :!iitrong bfndtng
rno"..,. If. '10 tti.,r ld'vln1.-g. - seldom·heard,o' Dou'ble
'Ihe mOl'tl mo~ you m*'ke ''''I' 'Guara"'t.. NQ Iltl'an,e,.......e ·IMy $I"'!!IQ eeuec ,nlu.. _ ...... '
In """.1 1986. 011' nil Ion', good old
generous, "un_cle~ Will e.tner lend Of COY"'". no ant" can gUlf.Ii'I ..
d"e<:~yOf gUir.nleto' III!_ ,of thai ••• 'y ,eqU.,1 will !HI lip·
dDIIr1I in IQI:n raqyesl::S alOng;'Wlm proyed-bUt clHrty WII,If.' "rmty c;on.
tl'c:nrllcall al"~1'.nc II I,nd' '1"'1:" 'lti!noed that InY 8OUOd OOSif"linll, ,,.
....1.., p,ocu,emenl: uSlSt.net quesl properly ;pnopaled-oI,o'''''J1II •
Rt""t"'bt'. II ,"" """., Ipply 10' ",I..,".bl.. cnance 01' teIIIIymenl ind
Ih .... 0•• I •. Dle SaA IU"~1 submltted loSBA.-w.lllbllapproyed

~. - ~1y .. 1IL fHOUSANDS ARE
0a0!11_ out - now .s lhe beSI

'line 10 pli!.ce YO'"" O'd~f lor II". PRO'P;ERLYAPiPLY,lNG
,compF~"e,,~,.tmanual II ,.1101' AND' BEING, APPROVED.
.oId ,In .1_ ........ 'Ible only 'by HERE'S, YOUR CHAINCE,
;::I!~~:~g;f!~!~:: ~,;~t~h~~.~~
el:u.I:,lft pubU •• r•• 1 lUlU a ISmAn
fr.-cHon 011whll II: WQulCl cos] 'for
fhe s.erv!ces of II privale _,o&n
adVisor or to afil'OO ,II Mm~n!l!'
F ... ,.. .... tH:

Indlilly. th"s am.zmg ,Guarln'"
,ef(J .n(J affect LOiIn.s Manual"",;!
specJally Clt$lgnea 10 alii! t"e basll!l
of ,jJ Sm.JI Bu:smas.:s LQ~nSemtn.,
- will., •• ,eh reg.lJ/rant wovta
iQ.y ,an ,IdmIS.$Jo,n t'n of !.450 ,8'ul I

our ,c:om",.ny leU rh.t '~ilce the
mafluafs Qua/tty Ifl,srruc',on,s ,w",.,
." •• upllo"."y c".,.,.clq, mil
"nyon.' .'ho COuld' re.d. couJd
,IOICC'Nf!llIy .. M III ,r.c""Iq ....
¥!nrhoUl hh:U'g '0 11'1.nO". semln,'
C" PI:), 10t c-osrfr pt."'II!!- .Can
.!I(lVISQI')' 1t.s',$I$fance' S8fVrCIJS

There-loi'e. '-or InO'se purchaSing
Ilhe manual by maili. no3 CIa,."elas-s-
na !tOurle and aceommodiilhOOJ
,art!' reg'.Med And rather Eha1"'!'545-0
we could slash Ihe p/lce' lill 'Ihe
way' down 10 just II 'mer, :120 - "
small poo!OI'"! 01 31t~plca,1 serl'lmaf
artendance ree - proll!dlngyOu
prQITIPUy 'flU In a,AdI mt!!il coup-on
below WI."" fee while thiS $pe(;iil
$en'l!nai"ln~pnnr' manual offef 15

slrll j),lriilil!bre by ma!1 at U'Ij S rela·
b ...el,;,; IO\lil' price'

Reme".,twr, ltu, mOlt ,unlQu'
manual QutCldy CJ'O¥.des you WIU'''
lI(:tua' sample ecp;.-8s Of S8A LOin
IPOhCI"OI'i lind III o,"er reQultecl
10rms-,llre"dy ",rope-fly f!lh!(1 In
I'or you to eaSily ,uSe U, 'rehab,lrp
.ccurll'e 'S,ep~Oy~Jt"pgul(Je:5-
thuS oner.ng you comphliU'
IS:sUfl ....'. Ihlt yO\!I ,aDP'ieill Dr!
w!1I be i',ooerly greDlfed il"'l(J
fhetl!'Cy lI"unediiiilte'ly putting yO""
on ~i'!!e 'lgI"II' fo.ad ~o OOtl,lnlng fIll
I"'tO "'eQ·'li~ _0111 ~PQrO"I'

•••••••••••••••••••
GU ..."AN,UE.l

Simply - !oo-ll. 011'.1 IhlS most
eUetll'llB' money r,"slng fOiln
P'IIPI.f'tllOl'! aSStltlif'ioCo8' trillnua:i
"Of 15 d.ys, ~ Incil U'ie:n If YOU
.re nOI' con", Ince';!' t"'l II' tar.
aC!'uillI,. 'flelp you OOt.".,· the
BUlIn", Lean yOu need 'rlg"'"
!lWi~ - IUSI relurn I. '01' ,I 'u~1
and ,,'ornp', refund•••••••••••••••••••

----- --

GUARANTEED YOUR LOAN MUST BE APPROVED OR MONEY BACK - ONLY A
SMALL PRICE TO PAYFOR THE LOAN YOU CAN GET NO RISK AND NO HASSLES
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"IBUlun.,I,1 Opporh,nny S,•• kI,r.'
1.DanI, 'Manual·' ._ .11 ,I, S20 1ft
plus saOO I"WIdh"ll _ """"","II,
I "'" full\, proIeCIlOd by lhe _ .. ""'"
guaRIn_.IIXMI,.l"m _"II 11>11}'
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IRates: Classified Display - $1 00 per inch
(minjmum 3~) Type will be set '10advertiser's
layou! or Gaar Technology will set type' at flO

extra charge. Word COlJnt: 35 characters
per !line. 7 lines per inch.

Paym.ent: Full payment must accompany
classified ads. Mail copy 10 Gear Technology,.
P.O. Box 1426. Elk Grove Village, IL '60007.
Agency Commission: No .agency commis-
sion on cl'assifieds.

--

-- - --- --

,GEAR TOOTH GRINDING
,I HONING ONLY

Production 'Quantiti.es
3/4" P.O .. to 27.5" IFl'.D.;
3.5 D'.II? and 111" Fac'e'

We have no turning', hobbing or
sh'aping capability

ALLEGHENY G!EAR CORP.
23 IDick Road

lJepew, NY 114043
716-6~38111

CIRCLE A-17 ON READER REPlY CAlm

GEARS·SPlINES
DESIGN ANID T'OOUNGi

• Oustomgear ,design including non-
standard pressure angles for more
strength.

• Programs to enter tooting data tn·
10 ,computer files and ,seafch for ex-
istinglcutters to cut a new gear or
splin-e.

• Gearing oompillter software for
sale.

• Consulting services for ,gear and
spline' prob'lems.

VAIN GERPEIN-REECE EINGINEER;ING
1502 Grand Blvd.

Cedar !Falls, Iowa 50613
(319) 266 4674

CIRCLE A-3S ON READER REP1.YCARD

Bring In new customers
tor your business by advertiSing In

GEAR TECHNOLOGY.
The Journal of Gear Manufactunng.

Call' (31.2) '437~

ClOSing date: Ads must be r,eceived by Ih
25th ,of ths month,two monlhs prior to
publication. A'ccept8I'1ce: Publisher reserves
Ihe right to accept or reject classified adver-
tisements al his discretion.

GEA'R IGRINDING OUR SPECIALTY I
,

Up-through AG'M16.Class 15 with' crowning-
Finest pitches to 5 D.P. including specials-

Maximum diameter 13" -
Full tnspecucn tnstrurnentatlcn with charting

Short Ileadtimes
Grind leelh only or complete to your print

L.atest Reishauer Gear Grinder
RZ-300E

Grinds Ilow numberct teath (7T)
Fast selup extremely accurate

E):cellenl' tor pump gears
INIAGARA GEAR COR PO RA.TIONI

955 Military Road
Buffalo, New York 14217

(716) 874-3131

GEAR ENGIINEER
S,purand Ilelioal product.ion gear
manufacturing company has
openingl for engineer and man-
ager of engineering'.
Ideal candidate will have ex-
perience in manufacturmg!. Iproject
and process engineering', as well

I as automation and state-of"lhe--art
technolog,y ..
These positions, are beingl created
by internal growth.

Reel Gear Mfg." Inc.
50903 IE. Russell
Schmidt Blvd.
Mt Olemons, MI 48045

CIRCLE A-35 ON R,EADER REPLY CA'RD

Coniflex bevels up to 34" diameter.
Spirals & Stl'aJght Bevels up to 60 "

diameter,
Spurs & lHelicals up to 120."

dlameter,

BREAKIDOWN WORK
IS OURSPECIALTYU

Complete machining', heat' treat,
lapping & testing,

CAtL US,!'

BaR
Machiine & Gear Corporation

P.O. Box 536
Sharon, TIN 38255

(90.11) 456-2636
1-800-238-0651

OIRCLE A·34 'ON READER REPLY CARD

IHO:BB:E'R iREBUILDING
SPECIALISTS

Halo1ngtrouble meetingl tooay's de-
mand quality control tolerances?'
Let our factolfY trained and ex-
perienced staff return your
machine to o,ptimum operating
condition.
We specialize in repairingl"
rebuilding and modemizingaJl
makes of bobbers.

• Oleveland IRlgidhobbers
• Gould & Eberhardt
• BaJ1berColman

PRESSM4TI,ON INC..
522 Cottage G~ove Road
Bloomfield, Conn. 06002

(203) 242-8525

CU~CLE A-411ON READER R1PLY CARD



IMPROVEMENT .mNLOAD CAPACITY ...
(continued fr.om page 39)

The ordinary gear sets of the same material and hardness
are also tested. The wear of the sets is several. times that of
the modified one, and after 200 hours run, the wear still ad-
vances, When 'the highest load is applied, the advance of wear
is too rapid to measure the over-ball diameter ..

Conclusion
A new method to improve load capacity of crossed helical

gear sets is introduced. The method is based on kinematic
consideration of skew gears. Results of a running test show
that the wear of the improved gear set is far less than that
of the ordinary crossed helical gear set. The method is WOf-

thy of further practical development.

a.b.h
Nomenclature

parameters for expressing the cutting edge
position
center distance
normal module
a unit normal vector to 1'1'

a. unit normal vector to cutting face 'N
outside radius of a cutter
base circle radius of an involute
vector representing an involute helicoid
vector representing an involute side flank
angular parameters For expressing an involute
normal pressure angle
helix angle
rake angle
parameter For expressing an involute
rotation angle of an unmodified gear
difference between two side Hanks

A
m:nl

nIt
n.f
ra
rb,

'fl'
fc

U,v
CI:"
r;
'Y
1/'
¢
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GEAR MANUfACTURING METHODS ..
(continued from page 45)

External helical. gears can also be produced by pot
broaching. (See Fig ..17) Thed-ln ..0.0., lit-in. wide cast iron
helical gear has eighty-seven, 24-DP 22 D_HA teeth.

The gears are produced on a special lead-bar-equipped ver-
tical press bya solid HSS pot broachingtool in 15-sec. floor-
to-floor time. Total toolli.fe is 1,250,000 pieces.

Forming Teeth in Solid Blanks
Forming of fine-pitch gear teeth from the solid with gear

rolling dies before rol1-finishing isa process method that

48 Gear Techno'iogy
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Fig. 17 - A solid HHS pot broaching tool that produces external helical cast
iron running gears.

shows considerable promise. It is currently in the develop-
ment stage.

High energy rate forging machines use high-pressure gas
to drive a forming punch or die at speeds .of up to 1,100-in.
per second, Gears produced by this process are said to be
10 to S()..times stronger than those made by conventional forg-
ing and tooth-cutting methods.

To produce a blank with integrally-formed teeth, a raw
billet is put in a blocker die to convert it into a preform. Then
the preform is put into a finish die and is HERF-forged into
a gear in a single blow ..The gear is then trimmed to remove
flash. Dies are 63Rc high-nickel. high-chrome, hardened steel.

Tooth grinding or rotary-sha.ving operationsare performed
after the forged blanks are machined. A typical HERF pro-
cess makes 'thirty SAE 9310 gas turbine engine spur gears per
hour. The gears have 10-DP, 25°-PA teeth ona 4%-in. pitch
diameter. HERF forging tolerances for the gears are plus or
minus O'.OO5-in.with stock left for finish-shaving.

* * *
PR'OFITS ARE B!EING MADE

. by advertising In GEAR TECHNOLOGY.
The Journal of Gear Manutacturmqs classitieo
advertising section. Advertise your specialty:

• Open time on special or unusual machines
• Unique capabilities
• Machine quality
• Help wanted
• Subcontract work

Your ad reaches
over 5,000 potential customers.

Call GEAR TECHNOLOGY for details.
(312) 437-6604
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THE ILllEBHIEiRR LC 11002:
II:n,novat'ilve Ho,bbingl Machiln,e 'Techn,ol:ogIY

We,wantBdtD,dolitlright.lnstead b,y Desiglnl... Th.e,sy,stem. wit'h,wor1<piece
af atJapting our II.arg8capadty I-N-o' t-' A-f't-· ,-rt!-h - -h't' truing station. storage pallets.
I1obberf0roomputer,conlrol, we _ _ '. ', 1 ,e_- 1 __ aug 1 ,and cutter pallet. stllJtties em.-
s1artecll with a fresh sheet 01 paI-ters ,and work,p aces to and!
per 10,design and bl.lilda true, CNC hobbing machine. from the machine thereby eHecting a complete aum.
The lresult: a modem concept far large, gear hobbingl matic changeover: 'Off·machlne Ipreparation ,coupled
mac'hinesr-U1a versatile, andl efficient Uebhenr Modell with high positioning accuracy ensures, 'effortless.IPm-
LC 1002. lit aWDm.aticaJlycuts gears, up to' 40" dIameter cise, safe ,changeovers. The lLiebherr IRanet Shuttle
uslnglhe industry's latest taohnologicaJ dewlopments. Syst.emandlhe LC 1,002 Hobbing Machine-thesolu-
WIth this Integrated ,design of mec'hanicsand electronics, tion for true automation and f1a~iblllty lin lallge hOb'blng
the IJC 11002 ,gives you a more reliable hobblng system machines,
that eliminates time consuming manual settings and
protects expens:i;ve cutters arid wo~kpleces,The
LC 1002 will aocommodale '.--------------------.
all modem machJnJnQ con-
cep~hlghspeed Ihobbing'.
carbide hCi'bblng, skive hob·
bing, even single iJIldex miUing,

lISBHERA MActI.INE TOOL
1465 Woodland Drive. S Ilne, IMI 48117,6 '. (313)429-7225

Uebherr,Your IPartn r'or the Futu '
Llebherr is,more: than
gear hobbing. shaping,
and flexible aW.omatioo,.
Uti lizing ,our 10ta'1,concept
capabilities will giw you
Innovative system de-

TheLlebherr Palle signswith dependable
Shuttle System oPeration 'or Ipractical,
Designed for batch sizes as, cost eRective, manufactur-
llow as,one. this is the fIrst PalIIU Shutlfe System Schematic Ing. CallYOlll panner now,
flexible, automation .system designed speciflica'ilyfor ISfge and remain competitlw for thefulure, . .
eNC hobbing machines,. This oom.blnatioll of machine and
automation system is available exclusive.1y from Liebli'leJ'iF,

~ power suPflll 'II' a 01
main power faC'uM,option I




